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A Modern Greek Myth

Prometheus’ Log
At the peak of a wet, boring, and miserable mountain, a hungry snake lay coiled and waiting. It

had been sitting there for days, crammed between the sharp gray rocks, hoping for something edible
to walk by.
The snake had a brilliant plan. It concluded that the less moving it did, the less energy it needed

to expend, and therefore, the less food it would need to eat. Instead of starving to death while

hunting for its next meal, it would sit there, unmoving, until something small, furry, and helpless
came by. Sitting there and doing nothing, to the snake's tiny reptilian mind, was the most perfect
plan any creature could ever devise.

And to the snake's great joy, it heard sounds of movement. The unmistakable clatter of rocks

being shifted and moved reached its ears, and it opened its eyes. Something was coming. It was
large, it was alive, and it was probably delicious.

In anticipation, the snake stirred for first time in weeks. It didn't matter the size of its prey; that

the sounds were there at all was indisputable proof that its plan had worked, and that its future was

undoubtedly sealed in an entire lifetime of not moving very much. When its prey was near, the snake
coiled, sprung, flew through the air, and discovered that it now had a spear fatally lodged in its
intestines.

To the snake’s credit, it had no idea that it was about to bite the ankle of a divine being,

especially not one that didn't particularly care for things that leap from under rocks trying to bite
him.

The divine being in question was in fact Hermes, the Greek Messenger of the Gods. His weapon

was not actually a spear, but a staff, which was none other than the legendary Caduceus. It was goldcolored and tall, decorated with twin serpents winding around it in a double-helix pattern and
capped with a pair of golden wings. To the mortals, it was a symbol of health and life, and Hermes
rather enjoyed killing things with it.

The snake writhed and spat at the end of the Caduceus. The last thing the snake thought before

Hermes brained it against a rock was, “Well, at least this is different.”

Hermes, on the other hand, did not share such optimism. He wiped the blood off his weapon,

smiling unwholesomely, his mood only marginally improved by the kill. He hated this mountain. It
had no name, at least not yet. There were no mortals nearby that could give it one, and the gods
didn't care enough about it to bestow their own moniker. It was a perfectly miserable inverse to his
home on Mount Olympus, which was bright, perfectly temperate, and peaceful. This mountain was

ceaselessly howling, moaning, rumbling and creaking. It had chilly winds that could strip the flesh
off mortals, rains so thick and torrential that at times it seemed like the entire mountain was

underwater, and the only thing it had that resembled a functional ecosystem was an enormous
population of angry snakes.

The gods would never have paid any mind to such a place, if it weren't for the fact that they had

chained up Prometheus there.

And this was Hermes' purpose. His current mission was utter pointlessness to him, and an

enormous waste of his talents. He was there to get Prometheus, the gift-giver, the man who stole fire
from the gods and gave it to humans, to reveal his prediction about which one of Zeus’s sons will
overthrow him and rule Olympus.

Or, if the past was any indication, completely fail to do so.

Hermes muttered under his breath as he pulled himself up yet another gigantic rock. He didn’t
want to be here—he knew it was a waste of time. He was the busiest god on Mount Olympus, which

had less to do with willingness and more to do with the unfortunate circumstance of being born last,
after all the interesting things to divinely represent had already been taken.
Hermes, the Messenger of the Gods. Hermes, the God of Tricksters and Thieves. Hermes, Zeus’s

personal errand-boy. He had killed Argus, the fifty headed, hundred-handed monster without

breaking a sweat. He had aided the slaying of Medusa, the queen of the Gorgons, without even

skipping a meal. And now he was wasting his extremely valuable time just to hear Prometheus say
“no” with a smug look on his face, just like every year before.

If he was able to get to the top of the mountain more quickly, it wouldn't bother him so much. But

his winged sandals were no good for climbing sharp rocks. So one day a year, he had to waste an
entire day fighting the wind, and the vertigo, and the snakes.
Well, it was still better than living in the underworld.

At last his hand reached a surface that could be considered horizontal with a bit of positive

thinking. He pulled himself up, and was greeted warmly by the chained-up figure of the gift-giver.
“Hello Hermes,” said Prometheus. “I knew you’d come here.”
“I expect you would know,” said Hermes mirthlessly.
“I try not to,” said Prometheus.

“Then of course you know why I’m here.”

“You're here because for all your cleverness you can't tell Zeus how much you hate coming here
every year, for fear that he'll do to you what he's done to me.”

Hermes scowled. “You have brought this on yourself,” said Hermes. “Tell him the prophecy and

your suffering will be over.”
“Well,” said Prometheus with a maddeningly smug grin, “He needs to learn how to wait for the

future like the rest of us.”

“You mean, like most of us,” said Hermes.
Prometheus smiled. “Yes,” he confirmed. “Like most of us.”

“Fine,” said Hermes, unwilling to argue further. He rolled his eyes and said unenthusiastically,
“Which one of Zeus’s children will overthrow him and rule Olympus?”

Prometheus smiled. “Go and convince the sea wave not to break. You will persuade me no more

easily.”

Hermes heaved an impatient sigh. “You tell that to me every time, Prometheus.”
“And I mean it every time, Hermes.” Prometheus laughed. “But if I were you, that is not what

would worry me right now.”

This was unexpected. This was not how the conversation usually went. At this point, Hermes was

supposed to be climbing back down forlornly, muttering things about the futility of it all and the

mortal lives he could have been toying with. He found himself curious at these words. “Is that so?”
he asked. “You’re saying the future ruler of Mount Olympus isn’t important?”

“Yes,” said Prometheus. “You see, that’s not going to happen for thousands of years. The date you

should really concern yourself with, the day you should really prepare for, is tomorrow.”
“Tomorrow?” Hermes was caught quite by surprise. Prometheus had never been so liberal with

such information before. He had always been about as easy to interrogate as a pair of boots. “What’s
going to happen tomorrow?”

“The seed of a new era will be planted,” said Prometheus. “The world will change forever.”
“And the gods will be part of this?” Hermes asked. He'd always considered himself a very

important part of the world.

“Oh yes,” said Prometheus. “The gods will have quite a lot to do with it.” He smiled
mischievously. “I imagine they’re going to be somewhat upset about that.”

“What do you mean?” demanded Hermes angrily. “What are you saying, Titan?”
“I’m no Titan any longer,” said Prometheus. “I'm as much of a Titan as you are a mortal. I will say

only this. Tomorrow you and the rest of the gods will meet a woman, a mortal, and her child will
change the whole world.”
“How?” said Hermes. “How will this child change everything?”

“It will change all that can be changed,” said Prometheus with a tiny smile. “It will change the
way the mortals think about the gods.” He smiled, more broadly. “It will change what it means to be
a god.”

“What could possibly change what it means to be a god?” Hermes asked, affronted by the idea

that a mortal could have anything to do with what goes on Mount Olympus. “No mortal could do
that. Tell me who this child is, I'll put a stop to it!”
“You couldn't put a stop to it any more than you could put a stop to the sunrise,” said

Prometheus, putting on his trademark, infuriatingly inscrutable grin. “I think I've said enough. It's

time for you to leave.”
“I’m not leaving until you tell me what happens tomorrow!”

“Just be patient, Hermes,” said Prometheus. “Now go. Eagle is almost here.”
Hermes opened his mouth, but could only shut it again. He furrowed his brow, rounded on his

heels, and started walking away. He knew that if Prometheus didn’t want to say something, then he
damn well wouldn’t. Not even if his insides were torn from him every day by an angry eagle. As
Hermes was almost out of earshot, Prometheus delivered one more message before he left.

“History will change forever, Hermes,” called out Prometheus. “And when it does, you should
always remember one thing.”

Hermes didn’t even turn around. He merely paused. “And what is that?” he called back.
“History,” said Prometheus, “is written by the mortals.”

Hermes walked away and was about to begin his arduous journey back to Mount Olympus, when
Eagle landed on the rock next to him and fixed him with a piercing, unwavering stare.
“Hello, Eagle,” said Hermes.

“Burn in Tartarus, Olympian!”
“Always a pleasure, Eagle,” Hermes responded, as he began his long descent from the mountain.
Prometheus smiled as his avian nemesis approached. “Hello, Eagle,” he said. “How are you
today?”

“Be quiet, Titan!” yelled Eagle. “You will only prolong your suffering!” The eagle was gigantic,

almost as tall as a man, so his shouts echoed across the mountain, audible for miles. Not that there
was anyone nearby to hear them.
Prometheus merely chuckled.
“What’s so funny?” demanded Eagle.

“Oh, only what the future holds,” Prometheus replied.
“And what is that?”

“That one day you and I will be the closest of friends.”
“I will never let that happen!”
“Oh, you will,” said Prometheus. “You’ll even forgive me for what I’m about to do to you.”

“What?” Eagle didn’t have time for another inquiry because one of the chains binding the former
Titan smacked him on the side of the head. He didn’t even have time to curse when he passed out
and dropped on the floor, motionless as a stone.

Prometheus tore the other three chains from the rock. He tried to slip his hands and feet from the

shackles, but he knew better than to tinker with anything Hephaestus made. He would have to deal
with them at a later time. Humans were quite clever when it came to metal.
He looked at Eagle, sleeping peacefully at the foot of the boulder. “We will not meet for a long

time, old friend,” he said. “But when we do, you will have a greater part in history than you can

even understand.”
And Prometheus, free at last, began to hike down the mountain and into the world below.

1: A Game of Bones
The manor of Apollo, God of the Sun, Poetry, and Music was affrontingly well-lit, pugnaciously
fine-crafted, and offensively beautiful. Unpolished surfaces were expressly forbidden, and Apollo

never refused a statue of his likeness or a mural depicting his divine feats, so naturally they covered,
occupied, and generally subjugated nearly every surface of his home.

It was a hard place to be unless you were Apollo, and Hermes had been there since yesterday. He

had arrived in a bitter mood, the bottom of his sandals trailing in rain water, rocks, and snake blood,
brooding from the conversation he’d had with Prometheus. He had brooded throughout the night
and remained brooding well into the afternoon. He was sitting at one of Apollo’s drinking tables.
Since every piece of furniture Apollo owned was engraved with an exquisite bas-relief, it was

unnervingly uncomfortable if one were to sit there for extended periods of time. Luckily, each table
also had a jug of wine, which helped alleviate the pain.

Apollo did not join his brother at the drinking table. He was standing- naked, of course- in the

most well-lit spot in his well-lit home, talking to a poorly-lit oracle.
The oracle was not actually there. His face was projected from the mortal world into a portal

fashioned from olive branches, gold and marble. He was admiring Apollo’s form, blinking slightly
more often than mortals usually do.

This could have had to do with how Apollo was as cantankerously beautiful as his manor, with

golden hair and well-toned, pale body, whose very presence made people feel defensive about their

own puny mortal forms, but it had far more to do with the fact that the act of observing Apollo was
a physically taxing process. His milky skin reflected the blazing light as purely as the surface of a
lake. He burned with divine light. He burned with regular light. Staring at him was not unlike
staring at a smaller, more arrogant sun.

There was a very good reason that most of Apollo’s oracles were blind.
“But, Apollo, Lord of Light, what hope can there be for our king?”

“Until the mountains lay flat, and the trees walk, and the rivers rise into the air, there is none,”
said Apollo.

The mortal blinked, tears streaming down his face. “But...”
“You have my answer,” said Apollo, “Now, praise my wisdom and return!”
“Yes,” said the oracle, tears streaking down his face, “Your wisdom...”
“Yes?” implored Apollo.

“It is...” the mortal's eyes were battling quite heroically against Apollo's light. “It... it is...”
“You’re taking too long!” bellowed Apollo. There came a scream from the portal, and the oracle's

face began to change. His features writhed and squirmed, boiling, twisting, until it became
something that could hardly be called a face, and certainly couldn't be called human. The new
creature whimpered at the sight of Apollo's displeasure.

Apollo waved a hand, and the oracle's hideous form vanished from it. He spun around, stepping

from the light furiously. Even though he was out of the spotlight, he still exuded a faint, divine glow.
The Gods of Olympus took their divinity seriously, and wouldn't bother starting the day without
wearing at least a little divine glory.

“Robes,” said Apollo quietly. When he did not get an immediate response, he again said,
“ROBES!”

A pair of nymphs immediately rushed to him. One was carrying a truly stunning dress robe, which

seized the light from Apollo's manor and shaped it into enviably stylish and vibrant colors, imploring
all those present to pay strict attention to its wearer, often against their will.

Apollo may have a physical form so perfect that it caused those who beheld it start plotting

revenge against their own eyes, but it was one he had been staring at for close to ten thousand years,
and Apollo craved variety in his shameless displays of vanity. So to fulfill his need, he wore
revoltingly luxurious clothing when not talking to his oracles, changing into new garbs as often as
his nymphs could move their hands to do so.

The nymphs did not have to be there. They were used by Apollo to compound his vanity ever

further, attending to his every fashionable whim. They were deeply in love with him. They were
very unhappy with themselves about this.

Apollo held out one of his hands. In an instant, one of the nymphs placed a lyre in it with a

motion as smooth as a well-rehearsed dance. Apollo’s lyre was an ancient thing, thousands of years
old and made from the remains of a dead tortoise. It was almost as old as Hermes, in fact.

The day of Hermes' birth was a busy one for a newborn. He had spent the morning stealing an

entire herd of cattle from Apollo and erasing their tracks in such a way that it appeared they had
vanished without a trace.

That afternoon, as he waited by the mouth of the cave where he kept his newly stolen bovines, a
tortoise happened by. Hermes immediately murdered it, fashioned its bones into a neck and

fretboard, and strung its intestines over its recently hollowed-out shell. Hermes was well aware that
most newborn babies spent their first few hours alive crying, vomiting, and generally being useless
and bothersome, and realized at an early age that he had no time for such nonsense.

In the end, Apollo got his cattle back, and Hermes got the Caduceus when he traded the lyre for

it- much to the chagrin of countless snakes across the world.

Apollo pulled up a stool at the table Hermes was sitting at, and propped the lyre on his knee. “Still
brooding, little brother?”
“Yes,” said Hermes.

“You are always in a foul mood when you return from seeing Prometheus,” said Apollo. “But
today, you are... fouler.”

Hermes hadn't yet told his brother the whole truth about what he had discussed with Prometheus.

He poured some more wine in his ceramic cup and glowered some more.
“You can tell me,” said Apollo.

“You should wear your robes one day when meeting with your oracles, so they can get a clearer

picture of who you truly are,” said Hermes.

“You know those Greeks,” said Apollo. “They love the nude male form. If I put my clothes on
around them, they wouldn't recognize me. It would be chaos.”
“I wear clothes around them,” said Hermes.

“You're constantly stealing from them and plaguing them with tricks,” said Apollo. “It is no small

wonder they don't trust a clothed god.”

Hermes couldn't help but smile. Apollo sometimes knew just what to say to cheer him up.
“You didn't answer my question, however,” Apollo continued.

And also knew just how to bring him back down. “Prometheus of course did not tell me anything
about Zeus's prophecy,” Hermes explained.
“Nothing new about that,” said Apollo.

“Instead, he told me that there is something more important,” said Hermes. “Something the

mortals will do, something that will change everything there is to change about gods. But of course,
he would not tell me much more.”

Apollo digested this information, poured himself a cup of wine, shattered the ceramic cup on the

floor, motioned to one of his nymphs for a new one, and started playing his lyre. He plucked a few
notes, and the soft music drifted throughout the room. Even when he was practicing, Apollo’s

haunting melodies could make the world's most heartless murderer alive put his heartless murdering
aside for a few minutes.

“You are not concerned?” said Hermes.
“Concerned?” Apollo said. “Concerned about the words of a Titan?”
“He is no longer a Titan,” pointed out Hermes.

“Just so, I have never believed a word that Prometheus has ever said,” said Apollo. “Titans speak
only lies and deceit.”

“I speak only lies and deceit,” said Hermes, “And Prometheus is no longer a Titan.”
“You are my brother,” said Apollo. “And the god of tricksters, thieves, and worst of all, merchants.

I expect you to spin lies and deceit. Prometheus is just an old fool.”

“I do not think I share that sentiment,” said Hermes, crossing his arms.
“What has Prometheus ever said that has come true?” countered Apollo. “To me, he is merely a

troublemaker, who frustrated Zeus so much that he had no choice but to chain him to that miserable

rock across the sea.”
“Do you remember when Zeus flooded the world?” asked Hermes. “Prometheus predicted that,

did he not?”

“Did you know,” said Apollo, “That there is a tribe of mortals who believe that when Zeus flooded

the world, some madman built a giant boat and filled it with two of every kind of animal in the
land?”

“No,” said Hermes, “I did not.”
“Well, it certainly does sound more interesting than Prometheus having his brother build a chest

so that he and his wife can escape in it,” mused Apollo out loud. “The mortal mind amazes me with
its fantasies.”

“What is your meaning?” asked Hermes.

“My meaning,” said Apollo, “Is that even the mortals couldn't accept that story without adding
their own, more interesting lies. Who is to say how it really happened?”
“Are you saying you don't believe in Prometheus' foresight?”

“I have reservations about believing anyone who says they can see the future.”
“You say so!” said Hermes. Just when Hermes thought Apollo's obstinacy could not be topped, he

reached newer and more unbelievable levels. “You were just talking with one of your oracles!”
“The mortals believe me,” said Apollo, “But do you?”
“I believe hardly anything you say.”

Apollo laughed. “You know me so well, brother!” A nymph replaced his ceramic cup and filled it

with wine, which he immediately drained and smashed on the floor again. He strummed his lyre as
the nymph trotted away in tears.
Hermes did notice that his mood was improving. Apollo's bombastic personality was enough to

sway anyone from their thoughts, no matter how troubling they might be. The wine was helping too,
but only slightly. With his immortal constitution, it would take nothing short of an ocean of the
drink before it could have a lasting effect.

If he truly needed to forget his troubles, there was Ambrosia for that. But almost nothing was
terrible enough to deserve Ambrosia.

“He spoke of it as if it was a major change,” said Hermes. “Something drastic.”
“And maybe it will be,” said Apollo. “The mortal world changes, Hermes. But we will always be

the ones looking over it. When the Romans conquered the Greeks, did any forget us? No! And now
the Romans spread words of our deeds throughout the world.”

Hermes had to admit that Apollo had a point. He found himself daydreaming, imagining how

society currently was in the mortal world. He simply could not imagine a world without the white
pillars of Greece, or its painted marble statues, or the flying red banners and bronze shields of Rome.
He blinked himself back into the present. “Maybe it's not much to worry about,” he said, “but the

way Prometheus talked of it, it sounded like doom for Olympus.”
“Doom!” Apollo laughed as he played his lyre ever faster. “How could the pitiful humans possibly

doom us? Was it not Prometheus who made them? Did he not also give them fire? Was it not I who

gave them poetry and music? Was it not you who taught them to steal and trade?” There was a new

ceramic cup for Apollo to drink and smash, so he took another long swig of the wine and shattered it
on the floor. “We’re the gods, Hermes! We’re the ones who built this world. And when we are
through with it, we will take it apart!”

Hermes nodded. However important this event would be, it was ludicrous to think that he could
predict its outcome. Prometheus would not be Prometheus if his prophecies were in any way helpful
to the gods.

“Still brooding?” asked Apollo when he saw Hermes' sullen face. “I know what will take your

mind off things. Hephaestus should be on his way over soon.”

“You mean, here in your manor?” Hermes looked around at the finery, at the statues and shields

and tapestries and decorations that occupied every square inch, and said, “You're actually having
him bring another statue? Do you not have... enough?”

“Never,” said Apollo, setting down the goblet of wine on the table. “But he's not bringing a statue.

He's bringing with him the finest set of dice ever crafted by hands. Let's play a round or two, to clear
our heads.”

Hermes could not imagine how a set of knuckle-bones could possibly improve his mood, but he

gave Apollo the benefit of the doubt.

A moment later, Hephaestus charged in. He looked gleeful and victorious, which almost certainly

meant that he had just come from his forge. Hephaestus was enormous; a man accustomed to
swinging hammers heavier than any mortal can lift into materials too hard for mortals to shape. He

had the beard of a mighty blacksmith and the demeanor of a child. Nothing made him happier than
finding new ways to use the full potential of his forge.

“I’m finished with them!” he bellowed. He held his cupped hand in front of him, a pair of thumb-

sized, ivory-colored chunks dancing and rolling across his palm as he bounded across the floor.
“Aha!” said Apollo. He rose and knocked over the jug, spilling wine all over the table. One of

Apollo's nymphs whimpered, and went to fetch a rag. Apollo looked at Hermes. “Care for a game of
bones?”

He didn’t have time to answer Apollo’s inquiry when Hephaestus slid harmlessly between them,

which was as impressive as a rhinoceros gently placing itself between a pair of gazelles.
“I think they turned out rather well, don’t you think?”

Hermes beheld the dice in awe. He could not help but agree. They were nothing like any dice he
had ever seen before. The ones the Romans used were nothing more than a few oddly-shaped bones
pulled from the knuckles of horses with numbers scrawled on each side. These ones, however were

highly polished, perfectly shaped works of art, intricately laden with gold-leaf designs and carved
with an envious attention to detail. There was no indication that they had once been part of an
animal, more that they had been shaped from pieces of Olympus itself. They were perfectly

weighted, and each face was engraved with a skull-and-bones pattern that was truly stunning to

behold. At a glance one could easily discern the value of each side of the dice. But it would take
years, centuries perhaps, to truly appreciate the details hidden on each facet.

“As long as we can use those dice,” said Hermes. “I’ll play a game with you.”
With a wide sweep of his arm, Apollo cleared the table. In the background, the exasperated sigh

of a heartsick yet fed-up nymph could be heard. “It's hardly a game without a proper wager. Stakes?”
“One of my finest sculptures,” said Hephaestus.

“Well,” said Hermes. “I have nothing as fine as that.”

“Nor I,” said Apollo, in clear defiance to the many priceless statues that lined the room.
“I have an idea,” said Hermes. “Whoever wins gets a favor from each of the losers.”

Apollo was not keen on lending his time to other gods. He set his lyre down on the ground, which
was swiftly snapped up by an adoring nymph and put in a safe place. “If Hermes had a favor from
me, he would surely use it to make me the fool. I think not.”

“Now, see,” said Hephaestus. “Hermes may have a bit of a reputation, but even you will have to

admit his actions are harmless.”

This was more or less true. Hermes’ stunts had never been more harmful than a quick laugh or

momentary humiliation, whereas Aphrodite, the Goddess of Love, was known to start wars if
someone so much as mispronounced her name.

“He has been stealing from me since the day he was born,” said Apollo bitterly. “Who knows what
he could do to if I were indebted to him?”

“There’s nothing you could steal that I couldn’t steal better, Apollo,” Hermes said firmly.
There was a long, tense pause. Hephaestus liberated it. “Well, I have no problem with the stakes. I

would rather be indebted to either of you than most of our brothers and sisters.” He knew that if he
lost, Hermes and Apollo would simply have him make something in his forge. And he liked making
things in his forge quite a lot.

“I have no use for the gods’ petty disagreements,” said Hermes. “I have more important business.”
Apollo stewed for a short time as the gears in his head turned. “Fine,” he conceded. “I agree to the

terms. Whoever wins gets a favor from the losers.”
“Who should start?” asked Hephaestus.

Hermes eagerly snatched the dice from Hephaestus’s hands. Since the moment he had seen them,
he wanted to touch them, if only to confirm that something so small and so beautiful could indeed
be real. “I’ll go. Hephaestus goes next, and then Apollo. What do you say to ten rounds?”
“Sounds fair to me,” said Apollo, and Hephaestus nodded in agreement.

Knuckle-bones were a common source of entertainment that the gods borrowed from the Romans.
It was played differently by different people- women played different games than men, children
played different games than adults, and the gods played different games than the mortals.

The Roman game simply involved throwing the dice and adding up the points, but the gods were

not content with such simple mechanics. The values on each face of the dice determined not the

score, but the spectacle. It wasn't uncommon for mythical beasts to spontaneously appear and vanish
before the end of the round, or for the dice to zip through the air, releasing golden sparks like tiny
brush fires. The winner was not the one with the highest score, but the one with the most
spectacular display.

However, as the game progressed, Hermes did not pay it much attention. He found his thoughts

drifting back to Prometheus and his mad grin as he gloated that something was about to change

Olympus forever. Even though he had his differences with the gods, he still enjoyed his home in the
heavens, and would not welcome a drastic change. If anything were to happen to his fellow

Olympians, there wouldn't be anybody to torment for his own amusement. He grabbed and tossed
the dice unconsciously as his turns came, and while admiring the craftsmanship of Hephaestus' dice
was a pleasing distraction, it was only a temporary one.
“Damn,” said Apollo.

Hermes blinked. He hadn't realized that the entire game had gone by already.

“Lost in your thoughts, are you?” said Apollo. He smirked. It was one of his opportunistic smirks.
Hermes knew all too well that such smirks were usually followed by a trail of poorly-intentioned lies.
“Well, apparently you just missed watching me soundly crushing each of you.”
“I don't believe that for a moment,” said Hermes firmly.
“Good,” said Hephaestus, “Because that's not what happened. I lost. You and Apollo tied.”
“Fine, spoil my fun,” said Apollo bitterly.

“The thanks I get for all the hours I put into them!” Hephaestus grumbled.

“It only goes to show how fair your dice are,” said Hermes. “These dice are not biased towards
anyone. Not even their maker.”
“We must have a tie breaker,” said Apollo. “I cannot bear to not be the winner.”
“Gladly,” said Hephaestus, passing the dice. “Your roll, Hermes.”

Hermes tossed the dice. The first one became a cloud of twittering birds, each one more colorful

and beautiful than the last, and the second one turned into a murderous bird of prey, voracious,

enormous, with razor-sharp talons and a mad gleam in its eye. The resulting slaughter was truly

magnificent. Apollo tossed the dice himself, and, improbably, the exact same thing happened. Once
more, they were tied.
“Again,” demanded Apollo.

“Of course,” said Hermes, taking the dice and tossing them. The first one landed and burst into a

pillar of golden light. The second one filled the room with a vibrant green jungle, vines like gnarled
snakes and trees wider around than the mightiest Greek pillar. Apollo, snarling, took the dice, and
produced an identical pillar of light, and an identical wooded habitat.

For another hour, this trend continued. Round after round, the dice fell, and neither Hermes nor

Apollo came out as the winner.

Apollo furiously grabbed the dice from the table one last time and was about to roll them, when

he felt Hephaestus’ hand clamp down. “Fate has spoken,” he said. “You can roll those dice a hundred
times more, and neither of you would win. It is clear that there are to be two winners for this game.”
Apollo calmed down once he realized that Hephaestus was right. “And so what should we do?” he

asked. “There can’t be two winners.”

“I don’t know,” said Hephaestus. “What do you think, Hermes?”

Hermes thought for a moment and came to a solution which, much to his own surprise and
disappointment, he could not use to fiendishly cheat his brothers into a lifetime of servitude. “Well,”
he said. “Perhaps, if there are two winners, Hephaestus would owe a favor to each of us, and Apollo
and I would owe a favor to each other.”
Apollo broke into a mad grin. “Excellent!” he said. “It sounds fair to me. Do you agree,

Hephaestus?” Hermes knew why Apollo was so excited: he would be getting two favors now, instead
of only one.

Hephaestus smiled. Now he would get to make something for both of them. Perhaps he didn't lose,

after all. “I can find no fault in that logic.”
“Agreed, then,” said Hermes.

They stood up just in time to see Bia, Goddess of Force, strut in angrily.
The winged goddess never seemed to be pleased about anything. She was one of the four Seasons,

Zeus's guards, along with her sister Nike, and her brothers, Kratos and Zelus. In addition to

protecting the Throne of Olympus from any potential mutineers, she was charged with bringing

Zeus’s official word to others within Olympus. Unfortunately, the only official business she ever had
to conduct was telling the other gods when the parties started. “Dinner is served,” she said. “The
mortals are here.”

Hermes had only mentioned to Apollo that mortals had something to do with Prometheus'

prophecy, not that the gods would actually be meeting them. Apollo's relationship with mortals,

particularly his relationship with mortal women, was not something Hermes wished to have on his
mind as he dwelled on Prometheus' words.

“Mortals?” Apollo asked. “What mortals?”
“Find out for yourself, when you arrive at the banquet hall,” snapped Bia. And she rounded on her

heels and stormed out of the manor.

Hephaestus smiled. “Well!” he said. “I’d say it’s as good time as any to eat.”

“I’m looking forward to meeting these mortals, actually,” said Apollo. He clapped Hephaestus and
Hermes on the back loudly. “Let us be off!”

The three brothers walked towards the banquet hall. Hephaestus and Apollo laughed and jabbed

at each other, but Hermes trailed behind thoughtfully. He did not succeed in forgetting about

Prometheus' words, and now that he was heading into a dining hall with those mortals Prometheus
had promised the gods would meet, he became even more nervous. He knew that Apollo, the feckless
God of Light, had already forgotten about their conversation before the dice game.

“The seed of a new era will be planted,” Hermes thought. “It will change what it means to be a god...”
Hermes walked fretfully onward, towards the mortals, towards the feast, and, most tragically,

towards the Ambrosia.

2: The Seed of a New Era
Mount Olympus was beautifully lit by the sun, trying its very best too look open and welcoming
for the mortals who would be dining there. The temperature was, of course, perfect: warm enough

that one could take their clothes off and feel comfortable, but not so much that overdressing would
make them hot. The humidity was exactly right. A very slight breeze blew occasionally, but only
when someone wanted it.

The manors in which the gods of Olympus resided were mighty, numerous, and tremendously
hard to find, if one didn't know how to look for them. The majestic marble pillars and golden roofs

were hidden cleverly among nooks and crannies, and blended seamlessly with the mountainside. It
was designed this way so that if any intrepid mortals decided to hike their way up to the realm of
the gods, they would find nothing but an improbably placed field of grass and some out-of-place

trees waiting for them. Luckily, this hadn't happened yet, but Hermes and Apollo eagerly awaited for
that day: all those clever and humiliating traps they had set up would go to waste otherwise.

The banquet hall, while sizeable, was not at its full capacity. It could seat every Greek god there
was and still have room left over for an entire city-state of mortals, but today, there were merely a
few large tables- enough to seat little more than the visiting mortals, the Twelve Olympians, and a
select few of the lesser gods that had been especially nice to the Olympians lately.

The hall was lively. Or at least, half of it was. Zeus decided that the best way to arrange seating

was to stagger the mortals evenly with the gods. Each god was seated between two mortals, and vice
versa.

There are many things the gods of Olympus are known for: their fairness of beauty, their
unspeakable wrath, and, slightly less known among most mortal populations, their fabulous dinner
parties.

Usually Zeus, the King of the Olympians, used more discretion when picking those with whom he

chose to dine at the side of the fair beings. He often extended the invitation as an award to
conquering generals who brought the glory of the Gods of Olympus to captured territories.

But these mortals were different. They were poor, disheveled creatures, very much unlike the

usual demographic. Their hands were clean, but calloused from years of back-breaking labor. Their
faces were leathery and tanned. Their teeth were clean but crooked.

They had been silent since the moment they had stepped into the banquet hall. They refused to

make eye contact with any of the Gods of Olympus. They wouldn’t even touch their food. Each one
of them crossed their arms angrily and stared fixedly into their lamb like it had been personally

responsible for the death of a loved one. To make matters worse, Zeus forbade the gods from toying

with the mortals like they usually do when they are bored, so there was no way to make any
entertainment.

Hermes couldn't figure out why Zeus would choose such an unresponsive group of mortals. He

supposed that his father had his reasons for doing so. For all of Zeus’s rash decisions, he at least liked
to think he thought long and hard about them.

Well, unless those thoughts concerned beautiful mortal women. Even the King of Olympus was

capable of making cripplingly bad decisions when it came to romance.

Hermes chewed his lamb slowly. It tasted quite good. It was juicy, lean, and flavorful. It was as if
the lamb had gone to the grave a happy, contented creature, rather unlike the animal sacrifices that
the gods usually feasted upon. He sipped the wine. Even that was unusually delicious. Hermes had

always thought that the gods had the greatest food in existence, and now his taste had been outdone.
Hermes put down his lamb leg and wiped with his napkin. He turned to the mortal girl beside

him, who, like her cohorts, was staring fixedly into her untouched meal, but Hermes could tell that

by the way she fidgeted uncomfortably and looked around at the artwork when she thought no one
was looking, it was clearly out of habit than out of desire.
“What an excellent meal. I wonder how it was prepared?” he asked her. He had no expectations

that she would answer.

To Hermes’ surprise, she did. But she did not take her eyes off her lamb. “The animals blessed and

slaughtered in a painless way.”

“It’s delicious,” said Hermes.
“It’s kind.”

Hermes took another bite, and swallowed. He wiped with his napkin again. “Are you permitted to
talk to me, then?”

“I don’t see why not,” said the girl.
“You haven’t touched your food.”
“We haven’t said our prayers.”

“You don’t have to,” said Hermes. “We’re right here. If you want something, you can just ask.”
“We need to pray to God,” said the girl. “And we need to pray together.”
“Which one?”

“Which what?”
“Which god?”

“The one that created man,” said the girl with certainty.

“Oh, that’s Prometheus,” said Hermes. “I was just talking to him yesterday. If you want I can take
you to him.” He took another bite of the delicious lamb and smirked.
“Very funny,” said the girl.

“What's your name, mortal?” asked Hermes.

“Me?” the girl asked. “My name is Miriam.”
Hermes didn’t know why he was trying to be diplomatic. He just wanted to talk to someone, as

the gathering of gods and mortals was mostly silent except for the occasional jabber among gods
attempting to talk among themselves. He could see Athena and her brother Ares swapping war

stories while the mortal seated between them glowered angrily at his food as if he were willing it to
explode. Aphrodite and Dionysus were having a very slightly more interesting conversation nearby.

“Wine is good,” said Aphrodite, “But I wonder if there is another kind of drink that mortals might

consider tasting.”
“Wine is great,” replied Dionysus. “But what kind of drink are you considering, my sister?”

“It would be like wine. But it functions in the reverse. Instead of dulling the senses and hampering
the mind, it wakes one up ever further, and lights the mind aflame.”

“That is nonsense,” said Dionysus. “Mortals do not wish to open up more to their world, they wish

to shut it out entirely. Besides, are you not the Goddess of Love? Think of all the romances and
lovemaking that began at the bottom of a jug of wine.”
“I was only musing,” said Aphrodite.
“You were always a silly girl,” said Dionysus.

Hermes looked at the head of the table. Zeus was getting even more nervous by the second. Hera,
seated near Zeus, wanted more than anything to torture every single mortal at the table for the sheer
hell of it.

“So, which one of us do you need to pray to?” Hermes asked. “Which of the gods?”

“Not any of you,” said Miriam apologetically. “The one true God. The Creator of the World.”
“Oh,” said Hermes. “Can’t say I’ve met him.”
Hermes found the exchange to be rather entertaining. He had never actually been face-to-face

with so many faithless before. He had certainly been to the mortal world more often than his fellow
Olympians, but usually among those who honored the gods. It was his duty to act as part

ambassador, part messenger, and part hostage negotiator when the world of men and the realm of
the gods needed to communicate.
At last Miriam looked over to Hermes, and noticed his golden, winged helmet. The Caduceus was

leaning on the back of his chair. She didn’t need to look at his feet to know they were clad in winged
sandals. “Are you the one they call Mercury?” she asked him.
“I prefer Hermes, but yes.”

“Is that so? I was sure you are called Mercury.”

“That is because the Romans like to give new names for everything,” said Hermes. The gods of
Olympus respected the Romans: they were fierce warriors, they were scientifically and
philosophically enlightened, and their empire was vast and respected. But the gods didn’t take too
kindly to the way they simply had to rename everything. “It will be a thousand years until I call

myself Mercury,” said Hermes.
“I… I’m sorry.”

“Pay it no mind,” said Hermes with a smile.
Well, even for all her rudeness, at least the girl was talking.

Hermes, it seemed, was not the only one noticing the girl seated next to him. From across the
table, Zeus was eying Miriam with a look that Hermes knew all too well. Many mortal women had
fallen prey to Zeus’s stare. Hermes worried for Miriam.

Miriam's mind, however, was in a completely different place. “Who is the one behind the bearded
one, the one with the fiery red hair?” Miriam asked, completely ignoring Zeus entirely. “She has
beautiful wings.”

Hermes looked to the end of the table. Zeus turned his attention away from Miriam, and was

doing his very best to ignore the fact that everyone was having a miserable time. He laughed loudly
and over-enthusiastically at his own jokes, attempting in vain to spread his false merriment to the

mortals sitting on either side of him. Behind Zeus, the four Seasons stood guard, watching the crowd
with interest.
They were the winged sons and daughters of Pallas and Styx, who aided Zeus in his battle to win

the throne of Olympus. For their efforts they were tasked with the duty of protecting Zeus from his
own children, which he assured them was an honor, even though they couldn’t see what was so

honorable about it. Ever since Prometheus had made his prediction, Zeus was constantly paranoid
that if he did not watch himself, he’d find himself chopped to bits and tossed into the ocean like his
father Chronos. Nike, Kratos, Zelus, and Bia watched over him like an eagle.

Hermes looked at Nike, who had been looking at him. She looked away. Her blue eyes seemed to
find a tapestry hanging from a pillar near the kitchen terribly fascinating. Hermes looked away too,

transfixed by the wine pitcher before him. From his peripherals he could see Nike was looking back
at him, and Hermes looked back at her to check if this had indeed been the case. She looked away

again, and so did he. Then they both checked at the same to time to see if either of the other had in
fact been looking, and looked away again in embarrassment.
“I think she might like you,” said Miriam.

“She can’t,” said Hermes. “I am an Olympian. She is a Season.”
“Wow,” said Miriam with a smile. “Even the gods impose barriers on marriage.”

“Well, it’s not really like that,” said Hermes. “We just have the one. For the most part we can just
bed whomever we want. Unless they’re a Season. They’re off limits.”
“Why is that?” Miriam asked.

“Well, Zeus is worried that one of us will overthrow him, and the Seasons are his guards. If any of
the gods were to court one of the Seasons, then they could use that opportunity to kill Zeus.”
“He’s really worried that one of you will try to kill him?”

“Well, Prometheus foretold it, so yes.”
“Isn’t he also the one that made Man?”

“Yes. And he also gave Man fire. And because of these things, he’s currently chained to the
boulder on a mountain where an eagle eats his liver every day.”

“Well, that seems reasonable that he would be so afraid, then,” said Miriam, not even batting an

eye. “Why are they called the Seasons?”

“Well, the mortals don't call them that,” explained Hermes. “It was a name the gods gave them

because there are four of them.”
“That's it? Because there are four of them?”

“And because they're just as unstoppable and inevitable as the Winter, Summer, Spring and Fall. If
you've got a Season after you, you have a better chance of changing Winter to Summer than you do
of getting away.”

“I see,” said Miriam. “And none of the Olympians are allowed to marry them?”

“Not that marriage means much on Olympus,” said Hermes. “But yes. Zeus doesn't want us using
them to get close to him.”
“I wish it were that easy for us,” said Miriam. “I was once locked in my room for two days for

looking a Roman soldier in the eyes.”

“I see,” said Hermes. He looked around the table. The guests still weren’t moving. “Speaking of

which, why are none of your friends even looking at us?”

“We don't trust you,” said Miriam. “You're not one of us.”

Zeus was starting to plead. He grinned nervously and cleared his throat, hoping that he could
address the crowd of mortals with their full attention. “Please,” he said. “You are our guests tonight.
Is it not offensive to refuse hospitality in your culture? Enjoy our food and our wine. We have
prepared it to your liking, just for you!”

The majority of the mortals didn’t budge. But some shifted in their chairs uncomfortably. The food

did look quite delicious. Avoiding it was starting to seem quite impractical.
“What do you mean, not one of you?” asked Hermes.
“We can't even look outsiders in the eyes,” replied Miriam.

Hermes found himself irritated at this. “Are all of you like this? You can’t look into the eyes of
those who aren't your own people?”

“No,” said Miriam patiently. “It's just what we've learned. And it probably doesn’t help that you’re

a false god.”

“I am not a false god!” said Hermes. “They tell tales of my adventures as far as Egypt!”
“You don’t have to tell me, I believe you,” said Miriam. “And don’t blame them, either. Tradition

is all we know. It’s the only thing that’s kept us alive for so long. Our people have had some hard
times, and we are hated by many.”

“I see,” conceded Hermes. “Then why aren’t you participating in your... tradition?” None of the
others had even budged from their spots, and this girl was actually actively engaging in
conversation.

The young woman sighed, and looked around. “I don’t know,” she said. “I’m sure there’s more

world out there than our little village. I mean, I’ve heard stories. As much as I enjoy reading the

origins of our people, it does get tiresome over the years. Although my favorite is the tale of when
the world was flooded, and a man-”

“-Built a giant boat and filled it with two of every animal in the land?” interrupted Hermes.
“Yes,” said Miriam, surprised. “How did you know?”

“I, too, have heard stories,” said Hermes with a smile.
“Well, some days, I wish I could hear more of them,” said Miriam with a wistful sigh.

Zeus was fed up. He smacked a powerful hand on the table, and all forms of cutlery and platter
rattled tremendously. “This has gone far enough!” he shouted. “I command you to be more lively!”
He waved his hand, and two cherubic gods, one a boy, the other a girl, wheeled in a pair of carts.

One was laden with several crystal vials of wine, and the other contained... well, it looked like wine,
but wine wasn’t known to glow with a bright, florescent red light. When Hermes saw these carts, a
pit of dread formed in his stomach.

“Eat!” commanded Zeus. “Drink! BE MERRY!”

Some of the mortals actually looked over their shoulders nervously, but still did not drink. Zeus
was becoming more frightening by the second. The cherubs filled the goblets next to the mortals
with the dull red liquid, and the goblets of the gods with the glowing red liquid. When Hermes’
goblet was filled, his fears were confirmed.
“Wow,” said Miriam. “Yours is glowing. Why is your wine glowing? It’s pretty.”
“It’s not wine,” said the cherub. “It’s Ambrosia. Nectar of the gods.”
“Can I have some?” asked Miriam.

“No,” said the cherub. “It will kill you. It has more potency in each drop than all the wineries
your land could produce in a full season.”
“Ah,” said Miriam. “It certainly sounds strong.”

The cherub shrugged. “It gets us drunk,” he said, and he walked away.
Miriam sipped her wine. “This is good!” she said.

“Er,” said Hermes. He was thumbing his goblet nervously. He did not dare raise it to his lips.
“Dionysus makes it. I suppose you could say he knows his wine.”
“It’s delicious! I should tell my friends when I get back.”
“That would probably be advisable, yes,” said Hermes.
“Why aren’t you drinking yours, then?”

“It’s Ambrosia,” said Hermes. “I don’t.... care for Ambrosia.”

Miriam sipped her wine. “Why not?”
“It... does things to my memory.” He bit his lip. “It is like I’m drinking from the river Lethe. I can’t

remember anything the next day.”

“Well, that’s what happens when you drink, yes,” said the young woman. She sipped her wine,

and her smile widened. Her cheeks flushed. “Come on, it’s not so bad!”
“I...” said Hermes. “I am rather fond of my memory.”
“I’m sure you could do without it for one night.”

Zeus was furious now. From his chair he withdrew...
What Zeus was now holding was quite unbelievable at first. It looked like a glowing steel rod. One

that was as bright as a sun. The room lit up as every polished surface in the banquet hall cast a

blinding glare. This was light itself, pure energy. It was, in fact, a bolt of lightning. When the other
mortals saw it, they snatched up the goblets so fast many of them spilled some of their wine.
“DRINK!” commanded Zeus.

“Bad things happen when I drink Ambrosia,” said Hermes.
“Like what?”
“I don’t know. I can’t remember them.”

“Just do it!” Miriam said happily. She was starting to slur a little. The wine was already affecting
her. “I can’t believe I actually have to convince a Greek god to enjoy himself!”

“Everyone!” bellowed Zeus. “Drink!” He sneaked one last look at Miriam that was missed by

nearly everyone. “Apollo!” Zeus bellowed.

“Yes, Zeus?” said Apollo, his voice quavering. He dared not defy Zeus.
“Play music!” Zeus commanded.
“Yes, lord!” said Apollo. He raced out of the banquet hall and returned moments later with his

lyre.

The mortals hungrily gulped down the wine as if their lives depended on it, which was rather the

case. The gods drank their Ambrosia as well.

“Excellent!” shouted Zeus contentedly. He almost lowered the lightening bolt, but raised it again
when he saw that not everyone was drinking. “Everyone must drink!” he shouted. He raised the

lightning bolt higher. “You too, Hermes!” Even as he said this he couldn't help himself from staring
at Miriam.

“Yes, you too, Hermes!” taunted Miriam, who still hadn't noticed Zeus’s stares. She took another

swig of her wine.

Hermes couldn’t help but smile. He had thought this girl was like every other mortal at the table

at first, but he was wrong. She had an uplifting, fun-loving energy about her. If the other members of
her community found out about this behavior, she could very well be in deep, deep trouble. She was
quite literally risking her life to simply have a good time. Even he, a bona-fide god, was inspired by

this bravado. He discovered he rather liked her.
“DRINK!” bellowed Zeus.
Hermes drank.

It took a moment for the Ambrosia to affect him, but its influence hadn’t changed. The room

began to dance. It began to spin. It began to melt, and gush into itself, creating a cyclone of

hallucinations blowing fiercely across a sea of headaches. This time would be no different than the

others. He was going to wake up the next day without the faintest idea of what he’d done, or how he
got there. The Ambrosia was taking hold, and it was not going to show any mercy.
The colors swirled into each other, darkening, mixing, until there was nothing recognizable

anymore. Everywhere he looked, he could only make out the soft colors of things that could have
once been faces, but were now incomprehensible blurs. He could hear the party gradually getting
louder in volume as each of the participants began to liven up and add to the fun.

Hermes turned to the maelstrom that could have been Miriam, or could have been his worst fears

made manifest and pooled together in a hellish mural of chaos. She put down her goblet, and the

madness that could have once been her face twisted into something that only vaguely resembled a
smile. Before the Ambrosia claimed his consciousness for good that night, he heard Miriam shouting.
“Hermes!” she called. “Hermes! Are you all right?”

“No,” said Hermes as he crashed face-first into his soup.

3: Hermes’ Task
Hermes’ world consisted entirely of darkness and pain. His senses slowly activated as if they'd
been dormant for a month and had forgotten entirely what they were supposed to be doing. First,

Hermes could see the light passing through his eyelids, his world a pattern of veins and skin. Then
came the smell of dissipating alcoholic fumes, dried food, and spent sex. The last was a solidness that
was pressed to various parts of his body, which could only mean that he was awkwardly sprawled
across the floor.
He opened his eyes. A searing pain raked across his mind as the light forced its way into his

retinas. As his eyes adjusted, he realized that the house he was in, despite the nearly unrecognizable
state of the place, was his own. Clothing was flung about every available surface; some hung from

the art and sculpture from all around the world he was rather proud of, some was strewn in random
places on the floor, and one pile, upon closer inspection, was revealed to be Apollo.

Out of the corner of Hermes’ eye, he saw something move. It was either incredibly fast, or his

headache was making him see things. He whipped his head around just in time to catch the last few
strands of red hair disappear outside through an open door, and then winced at the subsequent pain
that came from the rapid head movement.

Something clenched in his gut. There was only one person he knew of with red hair that could

move that fast...

He sprinted to the open door, and craned his neck outside. He looked left, he looked right. There

was no one there.

It had been a hallucination after all. Good. He couldn't imagine how much trouble he would be in
if he woke up in the same room with Nike... Zeus had very, very strict rules about carnal relations
with the Seasons, and he didn't give anyone the benefit of the doubt.

Hermes walked back to the middle of the hall, and kicked his brother lightly in the stomach. The

God of Light moaned and coughed himself awake. He rubbed his eyes and blinked, looking around
and wearing a pained grimace. “What happened?” he asked.
“At first inspection,” said Hermes, “I would suggest there’s either been a small war, or a large

party.”

“Where am I?” Apollo got up and tripped over a naked nymph, but she was in such a deep sleep

she wouldn’t have noticed if he’d had driven a cart over her.

“My manor,” replied Hermes. “Do you remember how we got here?”

“You’re asking me if I remember what happened after drinking Ambrosia?” said Apollo. “You
know better.”

“Well, it’s not as if I do,” said Hermes. “All I can recall is the dinner... and this.”
“I’m not sure anybody knows what happens afterwards when Ambrosia is involved. I suspect one

of the ingredients is a drop from the river Lethe.” Apollo shook another nymph awake, and gestured
her to clean up the place. She shot him a look of pure venom and obeyed, starting with her own
dress, which was dangling from one of the wings of a crude counterfeit of Hermes’ Caduceus.
“Why are you so unpleasant to them?” Hermes asked.
“Oh, relax, Hermes. They will live.”

Hermes was, surprisingly, still dressed. Apollo only lacked a shirt, and considering his insatiable
libido, that could not have been more backwards.

There was something nagging at Hermes, though, and through the ringing headache and

confusion, he could not exactly identify what it was. He picked up a small pile of clothing and began
to tidy up the place himself, when he noticed a winged figure standing in the doorway to the hall.

The visage of Nike was not at its usual capacity to instill awe. Her hair was frizzy and unkempt,

her armor loose and asymmetrical. She did her best to stand up straight and look professional, but in
such a context, something was lost. “Ho, Hermes,” she said, and saluted in the traditional chestthumping manner of the Seasons. “Lord Zeus requests your audience.”

Hermes picked up a casually tossed toga, which had thus far gone unclaimed. “When?”
“Immediately,” said Nike.

Hermes handed the pile of clothing to the nearest nymph. He gave her a warm smile in the hopes
of cheering her up, but received only a chilly stare in return, although, he noticed, it wasn’t quite as
spiteful as the ones usually reserved for Apollo.

He reached the doorway, and Nike stood aside to let him through. “Well I should go there
immediately, then,” he said, and noticed he was stopped. Nike was grabbing his arm.

There were whisperings about the Seasons. Whisperings that they, being born from Titans, were

not mere gods and goddesses, but were just as mighty as the Titans themselves. The Titans, the

previous rulers of Mount Olympus, were beings so large and powerful that they needed an entire
realm of Tartarus just to contain them. When Hermes felt Nike’s hand on his arm, he knew it was all
true. Underneath those dainty hands adorned with handsome bracelets and flashy jewelry was the
strength given to her by beings known to form mountain ranges just by walking around.

“Hermes,” she said, and her professional demeanor was suddenly gone, “Do you remember

anything from last night?”

Hermes blinked a few times, and stuttered. Nike looked either desperate or urgent; he could not

tell which though the headache. “No,” he said. “Why?” He knew why. There was no mistaking that
hair as it darted out the door of his manor that morning. But it was best to deny.
“Are you sure?” the grip tightened. Hermes had to focus all of his mind to stay conscious.

“I’m... sure.” he said through gritted teeth. “Why, do you think something bad happened?”

Nike tried her best to compose herself, but there was still a little hint of nervousness about her. “I
mean, you don’t think we... I mean... do you think...” she stopped, and bit her lip. “I mean, nothing
happened, did it? Between us, I mean?”

“Er,” said Hermes. The grip was all but unbearable. “I don’t think so.”
“Are you sure?” The grip tightened. Hermes could see spots.

“Y...yes...” said Hermes. He could have sworn the life was going out of him. Perhaps soon, he

would need escorting to the underworld himself. “Why do you ask?”

Nike released the arm, and Hermes was suddenly greeted with visions of springtime and
butterflies, and all was suddenly right in the world, now that Nike wasn’t grabbing his arm anymore.
“It’s nothing,” she said hurriedly.

Hermes only looked at her with confusion.

“Really!” said Nike, as if the fate of the Universe depended upon getting her point across. “It’s
nothing!”

Hermes nodded, because he knew that his best course of action at this point was to leave as soon

as possible. “Send word to Zeus I’m coming,” he told her. She didn’t even reply, only leaped into the
air and sped away as if fleeing from death.

As Hermes walked, he attempted to piece together the events of the night before, but he did not

have much to work with. The tiny voice in the back of his head nagged at him again, and he chose
this time to address what it was saying.

It was saying that something was missing.

Something was supposed to be there when he woke up, but wasn’t.
Something important.
Something he could not for the life of him remember.

He racked his brains, but nothing came. He prided himself on his good memory, on the thousands
of stories and tales he had spun in his days with complete accuracy each time. All his life he had
relied on his ability to think quickly and act just so. From the very day he was born and stole

Apollo’s cattle, to the day he slew Argus the hundred-handed beast, his wits had known no depths.
But Ambrosia changed everything.

To call it an alcoholic beverage would be to call an oceanic trench a hairline crack. Ambrosia was
Ambrosia: The Nectar of the Gods. The only chemical on the planet able to seriously impair the
cognitive functions of a god. No mortal would be able to justify, explain, or even believe its
existence. Nothing should be allowed to contain that much alcohol.

Hermes had had it only one time before, and because of that time he swore never to touch it

again.
It was shortly after Dionysus created the first cask of Ambrosia ever made. A ceremonial tasting

was held, and everyone was required to attend. The effects of Ambrosia were unknown even to

Dionysus, its creator. He promised drunkenness and debauchery, as wine was too diluted to have a
noticeable effect on gods. However, whenever the gods try to imitate mortals, they take things to
extreme, out-of-control proportions, and drinking was no exception.

Mere drunken behavior was not the right description for what ensued afterward. Mount Olympus

was shaken to its roots by what could only be considered the loudest and most raucous party the

cosmos had ever had the misfortune to experience. Cities burned, empires fell, and a great deal of

the mortal population screamed at the heavens, asking what they had done to deserve such injustice.
A month later, the gods could remember none of it, and could only stare in horror at the terrible
things Ambrosia had induced them to do. Since then, Dionysus had tweaked the formula until it had
lost a great deal of its potency.

Hermes’ own experience was, just as the others, completely forgotten. All he could recall was

waking up in his extremely party-stressed manor, a month later, with nothing to look forward to but
cleaning up a truly spectacular mess. He had only made small progress when he heard a knock on

the door, and a half-man, half-goat creature strolled in. Hermes asked if he had come to help, and
the goat-thing responded that no, he only wanted to meet his father.
Hermes spent more than a month fearing with all his heart that in his Ambrosia-influenced stupor,

he had courted a goat.

It had come as both an immense relief and terrible surprise when the beautiful nymph Dryope

showed up at his door a week later, complaining that he had never called on her like he said he
would. She then began to recount what she called the most romantic night of her life, of all the

wonderful things that he, Hermes, had apparently done while under the influence of the Nectar of
the Gods. She had even borne his child, the half-man, half-goat satyr named Pan. Hermes explained
calmly why he couldn’t remember, and she took it surprisingly well. She then wandered off to the
mortal world to resume her life, whereupon, after a strange series of unrelated events, she turned
into a tree.

Back then, this sort of thing happened all the time.
Even so, ever since that fateful day, Hermes swore he would never again approach even a drop of

Ambrosia. He would have kept his promise too, if Zeus had not forced him to break it.

Zeus’s manor was, by royal decree, the largest and most spectacular of homes on Mount Olympus.

There was a hedge maze laden with traps, false exits, and violent, rabid animals. This was clearly for
aesthetic purposes, though, because one could easily walk around it and through the side door,
which was always unlocked.

Zeus’s grand hall put Apollo’s narcissistic display to shame. Even Hephaestus, as quick and

efficient as he was, could not have produced as many statues as Zeus owned if he had been given a
hundred years to do it. The floor might have been solid gold, but Zeus knew he had to leave at least
some of the precious metal for the mortals to kill each other over, and therefore settled for gold-

plating. There was a wall relief that depicted Zeus’s deeds stretched for hundreds of feet and
thousands of years, not missing a single event.

Well, all except for Zeus’s frequent and well-known breaches of the marriage contract. His wife

lived there, after all, and didn't need reminding of the depth of Zeus’s unfaithfulness.

Hermes didn’t even take two steps, when he felt two enormous, absurdly sharp blades at his

throat. One belonged to Bia, the other to Kratos.
“State your business, Olympian,” said Bia.

Hermes rolled his eyes. The way she said it, he might have been a beggar from the street. “Zeus
sent for me.”

“We’ve been expecting you,” hissed Bia.
Hermes thought about this. “Then why did you just stick your sword under my throat?”
“Sorry,” said Kratos, withdrawing his own sword. “Reflex.”

Hermes walked on, and found Zeus sitting in his throne, looking bedraggled and hungover. He

was propping his head up in one hand, while he twirled his beard in the other. Hermes knew that
this could only mean that his headache was just as bad as everyone else’s. On either side, Zelus and
Nike, the other two Seasons, stood at guard.

Zeus sat up straight, wincing at the pain from the sudden altitude change. “Hermes,” he said as he

grimaced. “How good of you to come.”

Hermes chose his words carefully. He didn’t want to earn any ill will from Zeus, especially not

while he had an Ambrosia hangover. “You sent for me.”

Zeus’s eyebrows twitched into an expression of confusion. “Did I?”
Nike came to his rescue. “Yes, my lord,” she said. “You sent Zelus to send me.”
Zelus scowled. “Actually, you sent me, and she intercepted me by kicking me in the—”
“You sent me, my lord,” said Nike firmly.

“Oh,” said Zeus. He looked surprised for a moment. “Yes! Yes I did!”
“What can I do for you?” asked Hermes.

Zeus’s head went to his hands again. “Hermes, you have always been my most faithful and
humble servant.”

“Thank you, Father,” said Hermes.
“Never have you failed on a single mission I have sent you on,” said Zeus through his hands.
“Thank you, father,” said Hermes.

“I can always trust you to handle the most critical and sensitive of missions for me.”

The voice in the back of Hermes’ head called out in pain. It was close to remembering what it was
that was supposed to be troubling Hermes, but hadn’t quite settled on anything. It immediately
lapsed into silence upon figuring out that there was nothing interesting to report.

Zeus was silent too. The redness of his face, the throbbing of his veins, and the furrowing of his

brow suggested that he was battling a truly unprecedented hangover. “You see,” he said, “The
mortals at the party last night...”

The voice in Hermes’ head shouted, and he could not help but voice its concern. “Where have all

the mortals gone?” he interjected.

That was what he hadn’t noticed when he woke up. Practically an entire village of mortals was at

the feast the night before, and not a single one was there when he awoke. Even as he walked to

Zeus’s manor, he didn’t spy a single soul that had an appointment for Hades some day. Everywhere
he went, there were nothing but hungover gods and irritated nymphs cleaning everything up.
Zeus sat up and looked at Hermes, who could not help but notice how bloodshot his eyes were.

“They have gone home,” he said. “Unlike us... you see...” Zeus trembled at having to point out

something the mortals had that the gods lacked. “Unlike us, the mortals remembered everything that
happened last night.”

“Yes?” said Hermes. “And what did happen?”

“They were so ashamed they would not tell. So many of their customs were broken. So many of
their traditions were violated.” He adjusted his position in his throne, trying, and failing, to ease the
pain on the other side of his head. “They consider themselves the Chosen Tribe, you know. Chosen

for what, I do not know. But they knew that they had not acted like chosen ones last night. Not one
of them could hide their shame.”

Hermes thought of the girl he was talking to the night before, and felt guilty. What was her name,

again?

“There was one mortal,” said Zeus, and paused. He looked around. He turned to Zelus. “Is Hera

nigh?”
“No, my lord,” said Zelus, bowing so low his nose bumped the surface. “She is at Hephaestus’s

forge, requesting that another visage of her greatness,”—Hermes couldn’t help but notice how Zelus
spat out the word—”be carved into yet another statue, my lord.”

Zeus digested this information, and chuckled. “Remind me to send Hephaestus a pig as a token of

apology later on,” he said. “Now, as I was saying... what was I saying?” He held his head in his
hands once more.

“One mortal,” said Hermes.
“Oh yes. There is one mortal... I think her name was... Oh, let me think.” Zeus held his head in the

same way Atlas held the heavens. Then he sat up, and held up a mighty finger. “Ah, I believe her
name was Miriam.”

A cold feeling clenched in Hermes’ stomach.
“This mortal... she seemed more troubled than the rest. I asked her what ailed her, and do you

know what she told me?”

“No, Father,” said Hermes.

“She told me that she was afraid she might be carrying my child.”
The voice in Hermes’ head screamed so loud it drowned all other thought processes he had. When

it was finished, Hermes could hear Prometheus’ gloating voice echo again and again in his head.
...The seed of a new era will be planted...

...the gods will be somewhat upset about that...
“Does something trouble you, my son?” said Zeus when he saw the look of Hermes’ face.

Hermes opened and closed his mouth several times. “No, Father,” he lied. He suddenly felt
concerned for the future, which is not a feeling a god is ever comfortable with.
Zeus continued. “I needn’t remind you how important this could be,” he said. “You are just as

familiar with my wife’s... displeasure with my actions as I am.”

“And what will you have me do?” asked Hermes. He could guess.

“I want you to go to the world of man, and watch over this mortal woman. Do you know of her?”
“Yes,” grumbled Hermes. “She was sitting next to me.”

“Good, then you will not find trouble. Protect her from harm. Make sure Hera’s wrath does not
disturb her or her people. And you must stay out of her sight, as well.”
“Whatever for?” Hermes didn’t to like this one bit. He at least wanted to talk to her again. He

hadn’t forgotten how appealing he had found her.

“You know how strict the ways of her people are,” said Zeus. “If it was discovered that she has

fraternized with gods...” He shook his head. “Then Hera would be the least of her troubles.”

“Is that all?” asked Hermes, although it sounded like a terribly daunting task. All didn’t seem to

quite cover it.

“You may go,” said Zeus. “It is only a matter of time before my wife finds out. She always does.”
Hermes nodded, rounded on his heels, and began to walk away. He only got two steps when he

heard Zeus clearing his throat loudly. “One more thing, Hermes,” he said.

Hermes turned around. Zeus had lost the demeanor as the doting, forgetful father, and was

wearing a strong, uncompromising look. He was now, undeniably, the King of Olympus, and crossing
him at this point would likely be the last decision one could make. “I don’t suppose you’ve heard
about Prometheus, have you?” he asked.

Hermes’ gut froze. The seed of a new era will be planted... “No,” he said. “He refused to give up the

prophecy, same as always.”

Zeus cocked an eyebrow, but Hermes knew that Zeus was only doing it to make Hermes

uncomfortable. This was the knowing eyebrow, the one that boasted that Zeus had some very nasty
information indeed, and that any time, any time, he could use it to make life dreadful. “Then you
didn’t hear that he escaped?”
Hermes could not hide his surprise. His face opened up like a flower. His voice seized up. The

fight or flight meter of his instincts desperately pointed towards the latter option.

“You wouldn’t know anything about that, would you?” asked Zeus.
Hermes’ mouth flapped open and shut again. “I... no, father.”

“You see,” said Zeus, his voice taking on a razor-sharp tone, “I only ask because Eagle told me he
got away just after you had left.”

Hermes could only wait to see what happened next. He didn’t dare confirm or deny. His fate was

already sealed; it remained only to be seen whether he was condemned or absolved.

“What was it, exactly, that happened that day?” asked Zeus, his tone sharp as a razor.
Hermes knew he had to tell the truth. But he couldn’t reveal all of it; he couldn’t tell Zeus about

Prometheus’ foreboding message of a coming new era. Zeus would take that to mean something very
serious indeed.

“He said, ‘go and convince the sea-wave not to break. You will persuade me no less easily,’” he

hazarded.

Zeus thought about this. “Doesn’t he say that every time?”
“He does, father.”

“And you’re sure he didn’t mentioned anything else? Something that he knew he’d get away with
saying if he was about to escape?”

Hermes had prepared for this. The Trickster God of Olympus had mastered the art of the lie. His

face didn’t twitch a muscle as he spoke next. “He did not, father,” he said. “It was the same routine
as usual.”

Zeus thought about this. He seemed convinced, or at least less likely to lash out. “Very well,” he

said. “I have never had any reason to mistrust you, my son. Prepare yourself for the coming task.”
Now was as good a time as any to try and earn some good will with Zeus, thought Hermes.
“Would you like me to search for Prometheus when I return?” Anything to alleviate the suspicion.
The last thing he wanted was for Zeus to suspect him of any sort of wrongdoing.

Zeus smiled. “I appreciate your enthusiasm,” he said. “But I have sent Eagle to do that.”

Hermes considered this. “But wouldn’t he just stay away from eagles, then? Live in a city, or
something?”
“Clever as always, Hermes,” said Zeus. “I have given our bird friend the power to take the form of

a human. That way, Prometheus won’t... ah... see him coming.”

“If you don’t mind me saying, I doubt it will be as easy as that.”

“We shall see, Hermes,” said Zeus. He held his head again. “We shall see. Now go and do that
which I have commanded!”

Hermes obeyed, and began to walk out of the manor.
Well, this experience was slated to be interesting, to say the least. He had to go and protect another

one of Zeus’s immortal progeny. Some very brave souls had once made the suggestion that if Zeus
really wanted to prevent his possible overthrow, then he should probably stop reproducing so

rapidly, or at least not let the by-products of his carnal adventures live. This was absolutely the best
way to enrage Zeus. Destroying his own children? That’s what his father did, and to compare him to
Chronos was the worse insult one could make.

As Hermes reached the doorway, Kratos nodded and let him by, but Bia grabbed his arm. She was

much more loathe to use restraint than Nike, Hermes noticed. He almost cried out. “I know you were
with Nike,” she hissed. “You know the rules. You’re in trouble when Zeus finds out.”

Kratos appeared. “You had Ambrosia too,” he said, addressing his sister. “None of us know

anything.”
The grip loosened as Bia stuttered. “Very well. I don’t know. But I suspect it! And that’s good

enough for Zeus!”

“No, it isn’t,” said Kratos. “Let him go, Sister.”

Bia paused for a few beats, and relented. “I’m watching you, Olympian.”
“That’s nice to know,” said Hermes.

He was out the door before Bia could respond.
*
*
*
When Hermes returned to his manor, it was practically a new place. Gone were the clothes and
ruin from the night before. Gone were the slumbering bodies of unidentified gods. What was not

gone, however, was Apollo. He was fondling a nymph, much to her dismay, when Hermes walked in,
much to Apollo’s.

“Let her go,” said Hermes.
“I do what I will, to whom I want,” said Apollo as he continued.
“Not in my manor, you won’t. Now, release her!”

Apollo reluctantly unhanded the nymph, and she squirmed away, shot Hermes a scowl that could
possibly be perceived as thanks, and disappeared.

“What did our wise father have to say?” said Apollo sarcastically.
“He assigned me a task.”
“What kind of task?”

“Zeus… wishes for me to look after another one of his mortal conquests… ensure her safety.” He

thought of Miriam and winced. Whatever Hera was about to send… she didn’t deserve it. None of
them did.
“Another one?” said Apollo, exasperated. “What else is new?”

“Other than the fact that Prometheus escaped, and Zeus thinks to blame me for it, nothing.”
“Oh, well, you know—” Apollo stopped. “What did you just say?”
“I said, Prometheus escaped, and Zeus thinks I let him go.”
“Why does he think that?”
“Because I was there a few minutes before he did so,” said Hermes tiredly.

“And you let him go?”
“No, I did not let him go!” said Hermes. “He did the same thing as every year. He wouldn’t tell

me, and so I left... and he must have escaped after that.”

“But before he could, he told you about how the world would change forever, right?”

Hermes approached Apollo, and said, in his most serious, conspirator voice, “Yes. But you mustn’t
tell that to anyone.”

Apollo knew the score. “Why not?”
“I told Zeus that Prometheus left it at that. If I told him that Prometheus had more to say, and

that, Titans Below, a seed of a new era is coming, what do you suppose he would think that means?”
Apollo only had to think about this for a split second. “He would probably think that the new

child is destined to overthrow him.”
“Precisely.”

“Well, isn’t he?”

“No,” said Hermes. “Prometheus also mentioned that Zeus wouldn’t be overthrown for thousands
of years.”
“Did he?”

“Yes,” said Hermes.
“Oh,” said Apollo. “Yes. So, what do you plan on doing?”

“Well,” said Hermes. “I can’t very well ignore a direct order from Zeus, can I? I’m going to do
what he says.”

“But what about the seed of a new era?” protested Apollo. “Wouldn’t you want to see what

happens with that?”
“Can’t you see?” said Hermes. “That mortal woman is the seed. I am there to make sure it grows.”

4: The Village
The village from which Miriam hailed wasn’t a very exciting place. It was out in the middle of
nowhere, surrounded by thousands of miles of desert, baked by the unrelenting sun and constantly
battered by an equally relentless wind. Nobody even remembers how it got there.

Its existence, however, was something that could not be denied. It sheltered people from the

windstorms that swept in from the planes. It gave its villagers ample opportunities to practice their
lifelong trades of carpentry, stone cutting, or destitute begging with a minimum of fuss. It provided a
place to keep the livestock safe from foxes, jackals or the shepherds who had chosen this of all nights
to drink themselves silly.

In short, it was home. It wasn’t a very fancy one, or even a very good one, but it gave people the

quiet comfort of knowing that every night, there will be a bed waiting for them in about the same
spot as the night before.

Carpentry, farming, begging—that was the utmost extent of activities that went on in that town.

But because every story has to start with at least some kind of break in routine, something interesting
decided to happen there anyway.

A comet was passing overhead, lighting up the night sky brighter than any full moon could

possibly hope. And, at what seemed directly below it, a stable filled with a huge group of colorful
individuals lay. The center of attention was obscured by the bodies of the gawking crowd. People
were attending in droves. They belonged to a large range of class categories, and came from a

countless number of regions. There were serfs, shepherds, wise men, housewives, midwives, princes,
mothers, fathers, children, and several uncomfortable animals who rather wished the intrusive
humans would leave.

A large figure roamed among them. He was clad in a robe splattered with fresh mud, his sleeves

much too long for him. His hood obscured his head, enough that his face was completely

unrecognizable even to those right next to him. These things were intentional. The fewer people that
noticed his flesh was slightly luminescent, the better.
He was approached by a man on the fringe of the crowd and tapped on the shoulder. The large

man turned around and smiled, though it could not be seen under his scarf.

“Hello,” said the new man. He was a small, older gentleman with a knobby cane and a toothless

smile. “May I ask who you are?”

“Hello,” returned the larger figure. “I am just a humble traveler.”

The old man was startled by the sound of the humble traveler’s voice. His words were not merely
heard, they were experienced. They had a certain profundity to them that shook the small man’s

bones, and told him that merely considering that the speaker might not be telling the truth was a
terrible and unwise thing to do. The old man smiled weakly, and stooped slightly in respect. “What
are you doing in such a small town so far out of the way from the world?”
“I am traveling.” The large figure replied. “Humbly.”

“I see,” said the old man. “Then we have something in common. I heard there's a miracle taking
place here, is that true?”

The large man nodded once. “Insofar as these people know about miracles, yes,” he said.
The old man widened his eyes in surprise, but understood. “You seem to be well-traveled,

stranger,” he said.
“Indeed.”

“Do you think it's true that the woman in that stable is giving birth to the Son of God?”
“I know it to be so,” said the large man. “I have been watching over her.”
“Are you a man of God?” the old man asked.

The large figure pondered these words. “Which god would you have me follow?”
The old man laughed at this. “Which god? There's only one, young man.”
The large figure didn't speak for a while. “What have you heard about this miracle?” he asked.

“The woman in that stable is pregnant, and yet she is a virgin. Only God could have conceived
such a child.”

“Really,” said the large man. “God impregnated a virgin. That is what you have heard.”
“Yes,” the old man said. “A pregnant virgin! Have you ever heard of such a thing?”

The humble traveler smiled beneath the scarf obscuring his mouth. “I have heard of stranger
things.”
“There is no telling what this child might bring,” said the old man.

The humble traveler cocked his head thoughtfully. “If memory serves, an unfulfilling life and an
unhappy ending.”

The other man frowned. “What are you talking about?”
“Ever heard of a hero named Hercules?”
“No.”

“You know nothing about what I am speaking of, then,” the humble traveler said, and he turned
his back on the man.

Hermes thought about the old man’s words. A miracle? Pregnant virgin? Ingenious. Miriam can’t

very well tell the village elders that she had the seed of a Greek god in her womb, could she? It

wouldn’t have gone over well to say the least. So: Miracle. It was an easy enough way of staying out
of trouble when it came to getting pregnant out of wedlock.
Hermes attempted to inject himself into the crowd unsuccessfully. His size, and the will of the

crowd to keep as tightly together as possible, thwarted him each time. After several pushes, he felt

the presence of someone standing nearby, behind him. He did not need to turn his head to know
who it was.

“What are you doing here, Nike?” he said.
“The same as you are, Hermes,” said the robed figure behind him. “Upholding the orders of Lord

Zeus.”

“So you are here to spy on me, is that it? To make sure I will not fail him? Have my previous

actions not convinced him of my loyalty?”

“I would not know,” said Nike. “I too am here to protect someone. Only, I am here for the child.”
“I thought that was what I was here for as well.”

“Yes,” said Nike. “But I’m just here to make sure you don’t mess it up. Your priorities lie in the
mother, as you might recall.”

Hermes noticed that Nike was not alone. On the fringe of the crowd, he recognized a mountain of

a robe masking a mountain of a being. Hermes actually thought it was a tent at first sight, but after a
few minutes of observation, a head turned to reveal Kratos.

Hermes frowned as he discovered that there were others as well. A robe on the other side of the
crowd utterly failed to conceal the ample curves of Bia, who stood with arms folded and scowling at
the group of mortals. A twitching robe nearby suggested that Zelus was present as well.

“All four Seasons?” said Hermes. “Does Zeus have so little faith in me that he sends all four

Seasons to watch over me?”

“No,” said Nike. “We are merely here to ensure nothing goes wrong.”

“And to ensure he does not overthrow Zeus on his way out of the womb, I gather,” said Hermes.
“That’s not our job,” said Nike. “We’re here to see no harm comes to him.” The conversation
ceased, and they both continued to scan the crowd.

Both Olympian and Season had a general idea what they were looking for. Hera, Zeus’s jealous

and wrathful wife, never passed up an opportunity to unfairly punish the mistresses and children of
her less-than-faithful husband. Her ability to create terrible and powerful monsters for this purpose
was legendary.
Hermes knew this all too well. He was usually the one sent to either kill or capture the creatures

responsible, before mother or offspring were harmed. Tonight, Hermes was sure he would partake in
a repeat performance.

Their patience was rewarded. A very tall figure near the center of the crowd threw off its robes,

revealing a hideous sight. It stretched its body to its full height, nearly tearing through the thatched
roof. A lizardlike claw reached down and snatched the woman standing in the center of the crowd.
A nightmare-instilling voice hissed through a set of razor-sharp teeth.
It said, “Lady Hera sends her regards.”

The crowd became a pit of chaos and fear. Bodies fueled by panic fanned out, stampeded, and

collided with each other. All but two were gone within moments. Hermes and Nike raced towards
the creature with intense looks on their faces, casting off their disguises.

The creature reached another claw towards the center of the spectacle. A baby, lying in a bed of

hay, was silent and intrigued, unaware, or still in shock, that his mother had been snatched away

from him moments before. But before the claw got there, two swords crossed in front of it, blocking
the scaly appendage from reaching the child.
“No,” said Nike. “This is my charge.”

The creature’s lips, if they could be called lips, parted into an evil smile, if it could be called a
smile. “I’ll come back for you later,” it said. “Both of you.” And then, with powerful legs, it leapt
right through the roof, woman in its clutches, completely out of sight.

“Go!” said Nike to Heres, indicating a direction with her hand. “It went that way!”

Bia joined the crowd. “Where did everyone go?” she asked. There was a small man who cowered
nearby, who would not leave the side of the manger, but Bia paid no attention to him.
“Away from danger,” said Nike.

“Don’t think I don’t know what’s going on!” said the man. “I know who his father is!”
“We do too,” said Bia. “Begone, mortal. This is not your place.”
“He’s my son!”

“No, he is the son of Zeus! We are here to protect him,” said Bia impatiently.
“I’m not leaving—”

“BEGONE!” yelled Bia. The man scampered away, terrified.

There was a creaking noise, and a rocking in the foundation suggested that Kratos and Zelus had
chosen to turn the stable into a vantage point, in order to watch out for any danger approaching
from the desert. A fluffing noise indicated that they had cast off their robes, and unfurled their
wings.

Bia’s robes too were discarded, and within moments her white wings were ready for flight. “I am

going with Hermes,” she said.

“I’m sure he can take care of himself!” said Nike.
“I am going with him,” said Bia sternly.

Nike merely stared down Bia with anger, and Hermes arrived.
He patted the winged staff strapped to his back. He bent down and adjusted his winged sandals,

making sure they were tight enough. “Guard the child,” he said. “I’ll come back with the mother.”
“I am coming with you,” said Bia.

Hermes scowled. “I can handle this myself.”
“I have orders from Lord Zeus, and I will uphold them!”
“As do I,” said Hermes. “Just do well not to interfere.”

“You have no place to give me orders, Olympian,” said Bia.

Hermes did not reply. In a golden-white blur, he was gone, chasing his prey with determination.
In a flutter of white wings Bia was after him, and Nike was alone in the stable, watching the child in
the manger.

Shortly later, two drunken shepherds found themselves at the stables. Nike, her white wings

spread wide and her swords held high, stood guard before the baby. It was a confusing sight.
One of the shepherds found himself willing to talk.
“Whass going on, miss lady ma’am?” he slurred.

Nike did not change her defensive stance. “Do not be afraid. Lord Zeus sent me to protect the
child. His mother has been kidnapped, but her savior pursues her as we speak. It would do well for
you not to tell anybody about this.”

The drunken shepherds blinked a few times. “Oh,” they said, and they walked away.

“What did that angel say again?” said one shepherd to the other when they were out of earshot.
The other shepherd thought for awhile. “She said something about not being afraid, that the lord

sent her to tell us about the child, who is a savior of some sort.”
“Oh,” said the first shepherd. “Are you sure?”
“Yes,” said the first shepherd.

They walked home, utterly unaware of the gut-wrenching impact they were about to inflict on
history.
*
*
*
Hermes caught up with the lizard just before he was about to reach the cave it intended to stow
its flailing contraband, awaiting orders from Hera.

He directed a well-placed kick at what appeared to be a joint, and the creature collapsed in a

heap. Hermes caught Miriam just before she landed. She was too winded to offer any sort of thanks.
“You are in over your head, Olympian,” said the creature.

Hermes didn’t offer a witty retort. He merely swung his staff in a terrifying arc spear-point first—
—In vain. The creature dodged easily.

“I am Hera’s greatest creation!” shouted the creature.
“I have heard that before,” said Hermes. He dodged a fierce claw as the lizard creature slashed at

his face. He responded with a swing to the mid-section with the winged end of his staff, which
missed.

Miriam watched as Hermes fought the creature. It was quite a spectacle. Hermes and the lizard

could have passed as dancing partners, if they weren’t also quite clearly trying to kill each other.
Every time the lizard slashed one of its deadly appendages at Hermes, Hermes replied with a
strategic staff blow.

After a time, the lizard’s stamina simply could not hold up to that of a Greek god. Its swings
started to become slower, it took a little longer to recover from each blow, and its grunts of

frustration were starting to get louder.
At last, an opportunity presented itself. Hermes kicked a winged foot at the creature’s exposed

knee, knocking it down. He jammed the spear point at the creature’s chest. The creature caught it,
but Hermes could tell its energy was running out. All he would have to do is increase the pressure,
and the creature would be dead.

And yet, it was smiling. “You may have my life,” it said. “But I will not let you have victory.”
Hermes smiled too. “I doubt it. I happen to be quite good at victory.”

He put his weight into the staff, and it sank right through the creature’s heart as easily as if it
were a pin sliding through a cushion. The creature continued to smile, however, even as Hermes
twisted his staff and pulled its heart clean out. The lizard creature took gurgled and sputtered as
blood poured into its lungs. Then, it slumped on the ground and took its last breath.

Hermes raced over to Miriam. Her eyes were bright, and she smiled. She seemed in such high

spirits, that Hermes almost didn’t notice wound on her shoulder. He examined it. The creature had
bitten her at some point. The wound didn't look very severe, but it had the distinct reek of poison.
Hermes' heart dropped; the poison had been in her system for quite some time. Miriam, however,
simply wasn’t letting it get to her.

“Hermes,” she said weakly, as blood poured out of her shoulder. Her spirit was still as

indestructible as ever. “I...”
And then she died.

Hermes paused. If Miriam were to die, he had expected her end to come from that of a theatre, in

which the victim makes a grand speech as his last words. Instead, she died mid-sentence, with
nothing to say.

Hermes couldn’t believe it for a moment. He just couldn’t imagine being beaten by one of Hera’s

creatures, of all things. It was an idea that was too preposterous to fit into his world. It wasn’t until
Bia landed behind him, her voice dripping with glee, when the idea was driven home.
He had failed.

A task as simple as this, the simple slaying of a monster while protecting the life of a mortal
woman, and he had been beaten at last.

“I knew it,” said Bia. “I knew you would not succeed. One look at that creature, and I knew it

would be too much for you.”

Hermes didn’t reply. He couldn’t reply. All he could think about, as Bia laughed, and Nike landed

gently next to him, patting his shoulder in condolence, was his future.
More specifically, if indeed he had one.

5: Hermes’ Exile
Mount Olympus, and everyone on it, seemed to know what had happened already. They seemed
to know that Hermes had offended Zeus greatly, and that there was no way the Messenger of the
Gods could walk away unscathed.

The weather on Mount Olympus was usually perfect. But when Hermes, Nike, and the rest of the

Seasons arrived, it was cold and judgmental, with winds that could strip the flesh off mortals. The
clouds, which were actually below the realm of the gods, were gray and angry.
Hermes wanted to flee. His winged sandals could take him anywhere. Over oceans. Across

impassable deserts. Into blazing volcanoes, over their lakes of fire. But they couldn't take him out of
Bia's grip. They couldn't wrench him from Kratos' strong hands.

Kratos and Bia escorted Hermes straight to Zeus’s manor. Nike and Zelus trailed behind. Hermes'

feet dangled helplessly a few inches from the ground. Even if he wanted to escape, and brave the

ever-growing wrath of the Seasons as they chase for him for the centuries to come, he wouldn't be
able to even get proper footing.
The giant marble doors of Zeus’s manor opened.
The Olympians were already there.

Word spreads fast on Mount Olympus. The gods are petty, frivolous, and fickle beings, and

therefore ideal conduits for rumors and gossip. Drop a rumor on Mount Olympus, and it'll spread
faster than a plague.

As Kratos and Bia escorted Hermes down the gold-plated floor to Zeus’s throne, the whispers

began. The Twelve Olympians exchanged glances and words as if they were in a market haggling
over goods. There were other beings there too, nymphs and satyrs, gods of small things like forests
and lakes, which did nothing to slow down conversation or decrease the volume.

At last Hermes reached the two thrones of Hera and Zeus. He would not raise his head. He had a

very good idea of what was going to happen. So did, he gleaned from the conversations whispered
around him, everyone else.

Zeus stared down at Hermes. From his golden throne, he looked tall as a Titan. Next to him was

Hera, on a throne of her own, which was not quite as tall. Hera glowered at Hermes with fury and
malice.

“Hermes,” said Zeus. “Do you know why I wanted you to come here right away?”
“I have theories, my lord,” said Hermes.

“You are welcome to share them with me,” said Zeus. There was a harshness in his voice that
Hermes rarely heard.

“You're worried that I will run away,” said Hermes. “You're worried I will take to my sandals and
put as much distance between myself and Mount Olympus as possible at my first opportunity.”
“Are my worries misplaced?” asked Zeus.

Hermes at last looked up. Zeus’s face was unusually placid. Only his voice betrayed his true

feelings. “They aren't, Father,” said Hermes. “I'm the Trickster God of Olympus. I would escape from
Mount Olympus the moment you turned your back. You're right to bring me here immediately.”
Against all expectations, Zeus smiled. “Ah, I have always liked you for your honesty in dire

circumstances, Hermes,” he said. “You are a liar and a thief and a trickster, but a trustworthy one at
that. I will take this into account when passing my judgment.”
Hermes swallowed. “Judgment, lord?”

“I gave you a task,” said Zeus. “And you failed it. You will be punished for it.”
Hermes looked down again. “I understand,” he said.

“But right now, I have someone else to deal with,” said Zeus. “Nike, Zelus are you here?”
“We are, lord,” said Zelus.

“Bring me my wife, Hera. Kratos and Bia, take Hermes away for now.”
“What do you need me for?” said Hera from her throne. Then, as the Seasons brought her down,

“Let go of me you filthy spawn of the Titans!”

Kratos and Bia took Hermes away from Zeus and into the crowd. Hera was brought before Zeus,

and she fought every moment of it. Fighting the grip of the Seasons, however, was about as effective
as shouting down the high tides.

“Let go of me you traitors,” said Hera to Nike and Zelus. “What are you doing to me, you filthy

pig of a husband?” she shouted to Zeus.
“I have been... patient,” said Zeus. “You have been at my side for centuries, Hera.”
Hera said nothing. She was clearly biding her time.

“I know that I have been... unfaithful in the past,” said Zeus. “But that gives you no right to enact

revenge on those who don't deserve it.”

“It has been humiliating!” said Hera. “I am the Goddess of Marriage.”
“I know,” said Zeus. He very faintly showed signs of remorse.

“Every day, it seems,” said Hera, and she was practically shouting, “You sneak off to bed some
mortal! A mortal! It is such a tremendous insult, I am at loss for words.”
“It does not seem that way,” said Zeus.
Everybody in Zeus’s manor laughed.

Hera was furious. “I can't even keep my own husband from sneaking off and ravaging some mortal
every single night. It is my duty to devote myself to marriage! You! You filthy pig of a husband, you
have humiliated me for the last time!”

“Threats?” said Zeus, and his voice was steadily increasing with every word. “I know that as a

husband, I have been less than ideal--”
“It is an insult to phrase it that way!” snarled Hera.

“—But I am the King of Olympus!” boomed Zeus. “You forget that I rule here, that my will be
done!”

“I forget nothing,” Hera hissed.
“Enough!” commanded Zeus. “For centuries you have taken your anger at me on the innocent

mortals I have been with.”

“Innocent?” said Hera. “They deserve it. They're mortals.”
“Nobody deserves your wrath, Hera!” said Zeus. “If I angered you, you should have approached

me!”

“I tried that,” said Hera. “It did not work. Eventually, it did not do to approach you, you filthy pig.

I needed to hurt you!”

“Well!” said Zeus. “I have heard enough. I will have no more of your wretched practices, even if

you are my wife.”

“You can't get away with this!” said Hera.
“Hera,” said Zeus, standing up. He was tall and imposing, powerful and wise. When Zeus stood

from his throne, no sane mortal or god could face him.
But Hera was anything but sane.

“As King of Olympus, and not as your husband,” continued Zeus, “I banish you forever from
Mount Olympus! I condemn you to burn in the pits of Tartarus!”

There were gasps and chatter from every creature in the throne room. Even they could not have

seen this coming.
And then Hera had her one moment in the spotlight. Fueled by centuries of rage and madness, she

drove a mighty heel into Zelus' foot. There was a cracking noise, and Zelus doubled over, releasing
Hera's arm to attend to his foot. She flung her elbow towards Nike's face, but Nike, the winged
victory, nimbly dodged the move. In Nike's swiftness, however, she let go of Hera.

Hera, free from the grip of the Seasons, stood tall. The rest of the Olympians backed away, either
in fear, or simply to watch. Hera rounded on all of them. “All of you,” she pointed, sweeping her arm
wide around the throne room, “Children of Zeus! I should have killed you… all of you. Titans know I
have tried!”

And she turned around to face Zeus. With a mighty leap, she sprung toward Zeus, her fists balled,

ready to destroy her unfaithful spouse with all her wrath—

—But Zeus was far too swift. With a gesture so quick it could have been a reflex, he flung a

lightning bolt at Hera. It struck her square in the chest, and Hera, the former Queen of Olympus,
crashing through the doors of Zeus’s manor, away from Mount Olympus, forever, cursing and
swearing the whole way.

There were several seconds of tense silence. Zeus returned to his throne. From by his composure,
he might as well have been taking an afternoon stroll, rather than banishing his wife to hell for
eternity. And then he spoke. “Hermes,” he said calmly.

Hermes swallowed. He felt a jerk on his arms, and Kratos and Bia started tugging him towards the

throne. When he got there, he looked up at his father. He hoped that what was coming to him was
not nearly as horrible as what had come to Hera. “Yes?” he said to Zeus.

“You have... disappointed me,” said Zeus. “You have been a faithful and trustworthy servant, for

all your trickery and deceit.”
“I suppose... thank you, lord,” said Hermes.

“But I gave you a task, and you failed me,” said Zeus. “In three ways you have failed me greatly.”
Hermes racked his brain. There was the fact that Zeus suspected him of releasing Prometheus, and

his failure to save Miriam, but what was the third thing? “Three, lord?” he asked.

“Prometheus has escaped,” said Zeus. “Either you have released him, or you let him go shortly

after your visit. In either case you are responsible.”

Hermes blinked, just once. He knew it would be foolish to defy Zeus now, even though he really
wasn't at fault in this case.

“You failed to save the mortal Miriam from destruction by Hera, as I asked you,” continued Zeus.
Hermes said nothing. Of this, he could not argue.

“And lastly, and most damningly,” said Zeus, “You have violated an ancient rule by bedding a
Season.”

There was an audible gasp from somewhere in the vicinity of Nike. Shortly after, there came the

whispers.
“You know the rules, Hermes,” said Zeus. “No Olympian can be with a Season.”

Hermes hung his head once more. So it was true. He had been with Nike on the night of the feast.
Now there was no saving him. There was no way out of this. He looked at his sandals. The wings
were cleaning themselves. He happened to know that they did that when they were nervous.

The chatter from the gods grew ever louder, even as Zeus spoke. “You have been faithful and
good to me, Hermes,” Zeus said. “But you cannot go unpunished for these misdeeds. I have taken

this into account. So therefore, rather than banishing you to the pits of Tartarus as I have done my
wife, I will simply banish you from both Mount Olympus, and the world of the mortals, for two
thousand years.”

And then there was an outcry. No longer were the gods whispering, but speaking aloud, in some

cases shouting. But nobody was louder and more vocal in Hermes' defense than Apollo.

“You cannot do that!” shouted the God of Light. “You... simply can't banish one of your sons from
the heavens and the mortal world!”

“I have made my decision, Apollo,” said Zeus sternly. “This is not your affair, it is mine.”

“And what will you do without him?” said Apollo's twin sister, Artemis. “He is the god of
commerce, and healing, and trades. He escorts the deceased to the underworld. He is too important
to lock away!”

“There are agents that can replace Hermes in his absence. Iris, the Goddess of the Rainbow, can

deliver messages, and there are several suitable replacements that can work to escort the departed to
their final destination.”

“You can't do this, lord Zeus!” shouted Apollo.
“I can do what I will!” said Zeus. “I will not have you command my wishes, Apollo!”
And with that, Apollo fell silent.

Zeus turned to the Seasons that were holding Hermes. “Bia, remove Hermes' sandals.”
“Yes, lord,” said Bia gleefully.
“Gently,” said Zeus.

“Yes, lord,” Bia grumbled.

“Why do you need to remove my sandals?” said Hermes.
“Because in your confinement, you will not be a God of Olympus. And as such, your items of
office shall be surrendered to me,” said Zeus.
“Will I get them back?” said Hermes.

“Of course,” said Zeus. He turned to Kratos. “Kratos, remove his helmet and his staff.”

Kratos nodded, and pried Hermes' staff from his hands, and unbuckled Hermes' helmet. He did it
with care and tenderness, unlike Bia's savage removal of his sandals. “I'm sorry, Hermes,” he
whispered.

Hermes said nothing.
Once Hermes staff, helmet, and sandals were removed, the Seasons let him go. There was no way

he could escape now. “Where will I go?” Hermes asked.

“Hephaestus has built a chamber that is capable of holding gods. There you will wait until you are

released,” replied Zeus.

There was a mumbled apology from somewhere in the vicinity of where Hephaestus was standing.
“One more thing,” said Zeus. “I will not deprive this child of a mother, as you have. I will make a

copy of her from the clouds, as I once did with Hera, and she will raise the child.”
“Whatever for?” said Hermes.

“Because I am the child's father, and I want him to have a mother to raise him,” said Zeus. “Few
things are worse than being without a mother.”
He stood up, and held out a hand.

There was a puff of water vapor. Clouds formed. They twisted, condensed, and knotted. Zeus
moved his hands like he was lovingly sculpting clay, and the clouds soon took up a solid form. The
form of a woman.

It absolutely was, and absolutely was not, Miriam.
The cloud-thing looked just like her. Her hazelnut-colored skin was exactly the right shade. Her

nose was just the same size. Her jet-black hair was just the right length and had just the right
amount of sheen. She was even wearing the same clothes.

But her eyes were missing the spark of humanity. She stared vacantly, like she was a newborn

child that wasn't the slightest bit interested in the world she had just been brought into.
“Hello. Hermes,” she droned.

Then she smiled. It was a cold thing that crossed her face like a frostbitten snake. It was as if she
had only seen other people smile but hadn't ever tried it herself.

Zeus called her forward. She turned around and faced him. Zeus withdrew a flagon from his

robes. “Miriam,” he said. “In this flagon are waters from Lethe, the river of forgetfulness. If anyone

asks you what happened on the night of your death, if anyone mentions Hera's monster, or Hermes,
or the Seasons, you are to slip two drops of this into their next drink. The fewer people that
remember what happened that night, the better.”
Miriam nodded. “Yes, my lord.”
“Now, return to your home,” said Zeus.

Miriam nodded and, flagon in hand, slowly swept out of the meeting hall and back to her home.
Eyes turned and stared as the pseudo-human drifted out of the room, ever the cloud-like being that
she was.

Zeus turned to Hermes. “She will raise the child,” he said. “She will be a good mother and a good

wife. But she will never be his real mother. Know this, Hermes. You have not only deprived this child
of his mother, but his neighbors of their memories. Their burden is on your shoulders.”
Hermes felt his eyes water. He had never felt much sympathy for the mortals, but seeing the

cloud-Miriam drove guilt into his spine like a dagger.

“This meeting has ended,” Zeus declared. He addressed the rest of the gods in the room. “Say your

farewells now. Hermes must be gone before sundown.”

The room filled with chatter once again, although it had taken on a much more somber tone. The
center of the room filled with divine bodies trying to move toward the center. Hermes found himself
being shoved, spun, grasped and kissed from every direction. He felt like a former award-winning

pig on the way to the slaughterhouse, and the farm family wanted to say their good-byes before they
enjoyed a tasty pork meal the next day.

Apollo, the god of truth, finally managed to squeeze through the throng of bodies. “I did what I

could,” he said earnestly. “It will be a very tedious two thousand years without you.”
“Thank you Apollo. I appreciate it.”
“Hermes,” said Hephaestus from behind Apollo. “I am sorry.”
“I too, Hephaestus,” said Hermes.

“Do not try to break out of the holding chamber. It was built to last,” Hephaestus mumbled.
Athena approached, and she looked very remorseful. “This reeks of foul play. I ponder whether

Zeus has an ulterior motive.”

“What do you mean?” Hermes asked.

“Oh, come now,” said Athena. She leaned into his ear and said in a very quiet voice, “I feel it is
obvious Lord Zeus merely wants you out of his way.”

Hermes nodded. He did not need to ask what for. So, Zeus suspected that Hermes would

overthrow him, after all. His effort to alleviate Zeus of this suspicion had been in vain.
“I understand, Athena,” said Hermes. “But what can I do?”

The Goddess of Wisdom was at a loss for answers. “I do not know. But you will have ample time
to think about it.” And she kissed him on the cheek.

Hermes turned and came face to face with Aphrodite, and winced.
Aphrodite was not a nice goddess. Not many gods were, in fact. It is often the habit of the divine

to do as they pleased, often at the expense of mortals. But Aphrodite was one of those goddesses who
did as she pleased, because of the expense of mortals. It wasn't entirely her fault, though; she had the
grace of being the most beautiful creature in existence. It caused her to develop an intense disdain
for the rest of the world, and the sheer ugliness of it.

But this time, Aphrodite was oddly sullen. “This does not seem to fit,” she said. “I kill mortals all

the time. But I do not get punished for it!”

“Perhaps this one was different,” Hermes said. Nothing in his voice indicated that this is what he

was feeling at all.

“Well,” said Aphrodite, and if Hermes didn’t know better he would have thought she sounded
sincere, “It will be rather... boring... without you.”

And then Aphrodite did something totally unexpected. She wrapped Hermes in a surprisingly

warm hug. This sort of affection was never seen from her. She preferred to skip right to the sex.

Hermes hung his head as his fellow immortals said their good-byes. When the time came, the

Seasons came forth and seized him by the arms.
“It is not necessary to grip him so tightly,” said Nike. Kratos and Bia did not let go.

“We are to take you to your chamber, where you will be held for the duration of your sentence,”
said Bia fiercely. She looked at Nike condescendingly. “Have you found Hephaestus?”
“I am right here,” Hephaestus approached from behind.

“You are to seal him in the chamber. It was you who built it. You know how it works.” She

snapped her fingers, and Zelus grabbed one of his arms. Reluctantly, Nike followed.

“It will be a pleasure imprisoning another god,” said Zelus. “The last one we did that to escaped.”
Hephaestus muttered something again.

The Seasons, with their captive gods in tow, took flight into the world of Man below, towards a

baked desert where a hidden chamber was built from which even gods could not escape.
*
*
*
Hermes, Nike, Zelus, Bia, Hephaestus and Kratos stood beneath the mountain. Before them lay a

huge opening to the prison chamber inside. One that even the gods could not escape from. The gods
were silent for a while, until Hermes decided to speak.
“Where is this place?” he asked.

“Your prison,” answered Bia. “You may go in now.”

Hermes looked Nike in the eyes, and turned around to enter his prison. He stopped when he felt
her hand on his shoulder. “I am sorry,” she said to him. “I was hiding... standing over your door
frame when you went out to check for me. Please forgive me, Hermes...”she pleaded.

Hermes took a moment. “It... it is not your fault,” he said quietly, hoping Bia would not hear. “But

that does not make me any less guilty in the eyes of Zeus.”

Nike paused, leaned in next to his ear. Hermes felt a tear drop onto his shoulder. “I'm sorry,

Hermes...”

Bia leapt between them. “What are you doing! Go now!” she said. “And do not try anything

clever, God of Trickery. We will find you, just like we will find Prometheus.”
Hermes gave her a look of pure murder. He looked at Hephaestus. The God of the Forge was as

remorseful and bashful as a child. “Hephaestus,” Hermes whispered.
“Yes?” Hephaestus asked.

“I don’t suppose…” Hermes knew it was tremendously foolish to say what he was about to say in
front of the Seasons, but he had to try. “I don’t suppose I could use that favor I won from you?”

“What for?” Hephaestus had a look in his eyes that indicated he knew exactly what Hermes was

about to ask. The Trickster God of Olympus, it seemed, had finally run out of tricks.
“I’m asking you not to seal me in here,” said Hermes. “Please.”

Hephaestus shook his head disappointedly, the sorrow in his eyes immeasurable. “And disobey
Zeus?”

“You dare try and escape us, while we’re still here?” hissed Bia.
“I’m sorry,” said Hephaestus. “You will have to collect your favor when you come back out.” He

squeezed Hermes on the shoulder. A tear clearly leaked down his cheek and lost itself in his mighty
beard.
Hermes hung his head. He looked back up again, and there was a tear on his cheek as well. “It

won't be long,” he said. “What can possibly happen in two thousand years?” Then he turned around
and vanished into the depths of the cave.

Bia turned to Hephaestus. “Seal it,” she said.
Hephaestus nodded slowly. “You might want to step back a bit,” he said.
He walked over to a seemingly normal-looking wall, and hit it in a spot that instantly sunk into a

much less-than-normal looking depression. There were gigantic rumbling noises as boulders the size
of oxcarts crashed in front of the entrance, forming, beyond all reasoning considering the size of the
mammoth rocks, an air-tight seal a weevil couldn’t get through.

Hephaestus turned around with an odd expression on his face, which was composed of a mixture

of pride from knowing that one of his inventions had worked yet again, and sorrow that he would

not be seeing Hermes for a long time. He only got two steps away from the switch when he felt Bia’s
human sized-blade under his throat.

“It better be sealed this time,” she said. “You may have Zeus fooled, but he-” she gestured towards
the newly-fallen boulders with Hermes on the other side, “would not have had such an easy time
releasing Prometheus if your work was not inferior!”

Hephaestus swallowed hard. “You saw my chains. They were solid.”

Kratos said, “It’s true. His metalwork is the finest on Olympus. I was there. I will swear to it.”
Bia stood level, unconvinced. Finally, after what seemed like an unnecessarily long pause, she

sheathed her sword and turned to the rest of the Seasons. “Then we have no more business here. Let
us return to Olympus.”
She and Kratos grabbed Hephaeustus and took flight. Zelus watched them for a little while, and

turned to see Nike staring at the boulders, as if daring one of them to defy their incredible mass and
move, just an inch. “Are you coming?” he asked.

Nike turned around, and there was a sparkle of a tear on her cheek. Zelus pretended not to see it.

“Of course,” she said. “We can’t neglect our duties.”

And then the last two Seasons took to the skies, leaving Hermes alone to his fate.
*
*
*
It was true darkness in the chamber, the kind of blackness that squeezed the life out of any light

that found itself unlucky enough to get through. But Hermes could still see through it, clear as day.
There was a pool of water near the wall in which he could bathe, which gods rarely did, and a

stone slab in the middle of the room on which he could sleep, which gods did even less. Other than

that, he was alone in the dark, impenetrable chamber with his thoughts. Thoughts he felt were not at
all welcome.

It would not be so terrible if he was merely banished from Olympus. He spent a lot of time in the

mortal world doing his duties anyway, but since that, too, was a closed door to him, he craved only
oblivion. If he really was going to be here for two thousand years, there was only one thing to do.
He walked over to the tablet in the middle of the room, laid down, and went to sleep.

6: Emergence
The sunrise two thousand years later was no different than any other day, save a nearly
immeasurable difference in its peak. It was so negligible it would take a team of devoted scientists
years to even notice it, but for its purpose, it was enough. This new peak of the sun cast one tiny
beam of light in a place that had been dark for many, many years.

In this dark place, there was a well-placed mirror that reflected the light into a small glass, which

burned a very small thread, which opened a trap door on which a tiny pebble sat. On and on a
complicated process of moving wheels, snapping strings, and falling rocks continues, so complex that
even Rube Goldberg would have asked to see a diagram. In its last stage, the complicated machine

let loose a hidden reserve of water that had been waiting there, century after century, for this very
moment. The water exploded out of the ceiling like a bursting dam.

Hermes was drenched. The water had been placed directly above the stone slab on which he had

been resting peacefully. He was knee-deep in the stuff. It didn’t help that the water was black,

smelly, and supported enough life to start intelligent civilization on another planet with at least a
million year head start.

Hermes didn’t know what kind of repercussions that staying in one spot for two thousand years

might have on any nearby life-forms. He didn’t know that his divine energy might leak out into his
immediate environment and drastically alter the natural evolutionary processes that usually take

millions of years to complete. Neither did the tiny, undetectable bacteria that had lived in the water
above him the whole time, which had gleefully absorbed the free energy from Hermes.

He sloshed his way through the thick water to the doorway he came through so many years
before, and spied a lever that he was sure had not been there before. Something bit him on the

ankle, or tried to, since it didn’t have anything resembling teeth in the orifice that could be called,
for lack of a better word, its mouth.

He pulled the lever, and for a small while, nothing happened.
Then there came a rumbling, the stone wall creaked, and the gigantic, oxcart-sized boulders

shifted and fell apart in a way that would have made the laws of physics reel, had they been
watching.

Black water poured from the new opening, and as the light poured in, Hermes thought he

recognized two different types of fish: a kind of spiked clam, and an octopus flapping about in the
befouled water. He was wrong on every account, of course, but his guesses were close enough.
When the cave was fully opened, Hermes realized that he and his various water-dwelling

monstrosities were not alone. There were about twenty men shouting and pointing at places where

the mammoth boulders had landed, crushing a great deal of their village in the process.
When Hermes stepped into the light, the men stopped. He had come from the other side of the

wall, one which they had known to be quite solid only a moment ago, and even though he was just
one person and the boulders couldn’t have weighed less than several tons each, the men had come to
the unlikely, but completely correct conclusion, that Hermes had something to do with it.

They examined him closely, saw the evil-looking creatures flopping about lazily at his feet, came

to the conclusion that he was a Bad Thing, and their hunters' instinct took over.

Hermes was thinking on an entirely different level altogether. He had expected a welcome party
of some sort, but he didn’t know any mortals would be there. All that shouting they were doing

seemed so enthusiastic. It was obvious his influence still kept after all this time, and that these new
people were worshipers, waiting to follow their god throughout their newly enlightened life.

He rubbed his hands together and raised his arms, preparing to address his new followers. He then

spoke with enough profoundness and clarity in his voice that he was sure would make the men shed
tears. And so it was that Hermes, Messenger of the gods, god of Commerce and Thieves, Escort of
Mortal Souls to the Great Beyond, addressed a crowd of mortals for the first time in thousands of
years.

“Quit pointing those things at me,” he said unto them.
Each man had managed to produce a sharpened stick, and was holding it inches away from him.

The men looked at one another, and their leader stepped forward. The man asked a question in a
tongue Hermes could not even remotely understand.

Hermes shook his head, and replied, with godlike clarity, “Er, what did you say?”
The other man frowned, and babbled something in a language Hermes didn't know.
Hermes stepped forward. “I am your god. Speak clearly! I demand it!”

The leader of the group of men shrugged his shoulders. He gestured something to the others.
At once, the spears closed in on Hermes like a set of splintery jaws.

The gods would not be so feared by mere mortals if they could be so easily injured by them. Thus,
the Universe saw fit to make the bodies of the gods tougher than nails and stronger than steel. It
didn’t matter how fast the sticks might have been traveling, or how sharp they were, or how heavy,
the spear points were not getting in without permission.

Hermes at once understood that he was not welcome, and acted accordingly. With a wave of his

hand he turned the attackers into mice. With another, he turned the attackers' spears into some very
hungry snakes.

Hermes left one man in his human shape. The sole survivor looked at his feet, letting out a cry of

surprise when he saw that his companions were now being eaten by their weapons. He looked at
Hermes and tried, unsuccessfully, to find a logical explanation as to how this had happened.

Hermes leaned in close, until he was eye-to-eye with the last remaining hunter. “Is this how you

treat your gods? By stabbing them with sticks?”
The other man pleaded in his strange language.

Hermes walked past him, past the opening of the cave, to his way back to Olympus, but not
without first turning the remaining survivor into a dog.

Hermes reached the edge of the cliff where the cave entrance was, and stopped. Things had

changed since last he was here. He could tell because a village was there that wasn't there before.
Instead of the completely vertical cliff face, at the top of which was the entrance to the cave, a

long, winding pathway leading all the way down the mountain had been carved. There were several
openings along the path from which hundreds of sun-baked heads were poking, shouting things in a
language that was incomprehensible to Hermes.

When he finally approached, there was a cacophony of shouts. The people had heard the

thunderous thuddings of gigantic falling rocks, and expected that the ones sent up to hunt would
come out soon, but all they had gotten by way of explanation was a man wearing a ridiculously

white toga and a scruffy dog following behind. The dog tried to tell his people that the man he was
with was in fact the Devil and carefully attempted to explain that he is not of this world, but,
because of his present situation, all that came out was “Woof!”

The ones closest to the cave inspected where Hermes came out, and emerged, shouting

desperately to each other in their strange language, and Hermes soon found himself blocked by a
throng of angry people with knives.

Hermes didn’t understand. He crossed his arms angrily.

“Do you know who I am? I am Hermes, of the Twelve Olympians!”
In response, the men and women there tried to stab him. Hermes reacted the best way he knew
how.
*
*
*
When Hermes got to the bottom of the road, he found he was not alone. Well, he did have about
four frightened people, eight surprised reptiles and a confused dog with him, but he didn’t take them
into account. Who he did notice, though, was the woman at the bottom.

She was fantastically beautiful. She was wearing a gorgeous dress with sparkling jewels on every

square inch. It was low-cut, brightly colored, and form-fitting, the skirt flowing like liquid in the

wind. Her hair was bound in a bun by way of a glittering headdress that seemed to turn her smiling
face into a bright star.

It wasn’t just the dress. She radiated sexuality as if she were wearing it for perfume.
Behind her, a glistening white chariot floated just above the ground. It had blackened windows,

gold trim, and more golden relief designs than he had ever seen in one place. It was in fact a floating
stretch limo, but Hermes couldn't have known that. It seemed just as at home in the village made of
animal skins and sticks as a small furry animal might be in a pit of snakes.

She was the absolutely the last person Hermes would have picked to be his greeting party.
“Is it only you?” Hermes asked her. This had to be some kind of mistake.
“Hello, Hermes,” said Aphrodite. “Long time no see.”
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